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CURTS SCIENTIFIC POLITICAL ECONOMIC BOOK "Defeat Of The Wicked Iniquitous !!!!"
'An Epic Thesis True-Fiction Political-Economic Science Thriller Drama Book'
This book is entitled Defeat of the Wicked Iniquitous {{{ DWI }}}. It is the epic thesis of William Curtis
Woolf. It was completed on 12-6-19, after 12 years in the making. It is available on Amazon-Kindle, and
paper back. It is a scientific, political and economic thesis on good over bad governance of government and
corporations. It uses fiction, truth, and reality to show in dramatic sensational good over evil terms, the
contrast of good over bad government and corporations. It includes the new development of a new
capitalism economic system called Middle Class Capitalism. It is a massive new for-profit people's
corporation designed entirely Of, For, and owned and controlled By the middle class, poor, elderly and
disabled persons of every race and culture. An example in the book of good over bad governance as
proposed by fictional Presidential Candidate 2020 Honest Liberty Eagle > right after this short note
regarding my sister Susy. She died of ALS 4-4-14. This book is dedicated to my Grand-Papa Curt, Grandma
Velna and to my best friend in life, my sister cheerful, wonderful sister Susy. These are my Triumvirate
heroes. Together, we are the hearts and souls of my book Defeat of the Wicked Iniquitous {{{ DWI }}}. .
Contribute to ALS Causes !!!! 5% of my profits for this book are contributed to ALS, in memory of my
Sister Susy who died on 4-4-14
“!!!!” This is my little mark or symbol for my real sister Susy. She was always sweet and cheerful, and we
were always lifetime best friends. That was a private pledge we made when we were only small children,
and then throughout our lives. Our children grew up together. Her last words to me as she was dying of
ALS that she could barely mumble to me was “I love you Curtis, and we will always be best friends
forever !!!!" She died on 4-4-14. 4414 is a future date in time used throughout this book, dedicated to her
and ALL ALS victims, and their families. I say victims because I am a firm believer that no human being
should ever have to go through that horrible disease, or any other like it. We do not allow our dogs or
pets to die in horror and misery, and I personally believe it is inhumane to do so. How about a little
compassion for humans, if that is what they want. I want a peaceful world … and a peaceful death for
me, and also for everyone else, to the extent possible. And this personal note is also dedicated to my
sister Susy here in this book, who had to die a death of horror and misery... for her and for me. I literally
weep, but with a cheer, and with 4 beats to my breast and !!!!, as I think of my wonderful sweet sister to
her very end, always sweet cheerful SUSY…

!!!!
... now back to Honest Liberty Eagles Speech and the rest of the
story, with Curt's philosophy and values laced throughout ...
Universal Government & Corporate Responsibility
An Academic Economic Speech to all Universities, Student Associations, and Economic and Political Science
Associations of America, by Presidential Candidate Liberty Eagle on February 17, 2020 President's Day:
THE UNIVERSAL PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY {PR} OF GOVERNMENT & CORPORATIONS
Of, For and BY the People is always the governing rule of responsibility for government and corporations.
The 99% large majority of people are the working middle class, the poor, the elderly, and the disabled. The
Universal Primary Responsibility of all Governments and Corporations is to provide the labor, services and
products that are all of, for and by the people. Universal PR for all those people that provide the labor and
money {taxes} to run government for their lives and families; and, for those people that provide the labor
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and money, or buy stocks to run every corporation. Therefore, the Universal Primary Responsibility of every
government and every corporation is to those that provide the labor and money to run those organizations
in the best possible way, always with optimal good values and ethics to serve the people, to benefit the 99%
large majority of people that are the working middle class, the poor, the elderly and the disabled people's
lives and their families, and the "guarantee" of a living wage to ensure the opportunity for prosperity for all.
See the technical book at Middle Class Capitalism. com for all the technical details.
And therefore, in order to pay for all labor, services and products for government and corporations, it is the
Primary Responsibility (PR) for them to always be fiscally responsible, always with balanced budgets to
provide the labor, products and services. it is therefore the Primary Responsibility, the PR of every
government and every corporation to provide sufficient taxes for products and services the people need and
want for government, usually in the range of 5% for products and services purchased by all the people for
government. And it must also be the Primary Responsibility, the PR for all persons purchasing stock to run
corporations, to also pay in the range of 5% for their stocks to provide a living wage in every region for every
person providing their labor for every large corporation, which is any corporation or business with a net
annual income of $One Million dollars. Stocks are used to determine the value of a corporation. Based on
roughly $50 Trillion dollars in USA annual Stock Valuation, a 5% stock fee that guarantees a living wage for
all the people providing labor "in their region" for all working middle class provides approximately $2.5
Trillion to provide living wages, and assistance to the poor and disabled in all regions purchasing their
services and products. See NationalDebtDeficitSolution.com for more details.
To set the example for Universal Corporate Responsibility, " The People's Corporation," the Independent
People's International Enterprise, the only corporation designed Of, For and owned and controlled BY the
People > that includes all small business, and all other person's with less than < $One million dollars net
annual income, provides a prosperity fee of 5% on all corporate stocks, to "guarantee" a living wage in every
region of COG-CO stores, both on-line and on-land, and to also ensure prosperity with economic security for
all MCC members and their families. And I am therefore also proposing The World Peace Alliance, as a
partnership with the MCC economic system, to further ensure peaceful coexistence with a living wage for all,
and peace and economic security for all regardless of religion or race or culture, in a non-violent new
beautiful world. Details of the WPA can be seen in the MCC Technical Book at the MCC website!
Byline: The new MCC BLOG & all Media Forums > Presidential Candidate 2020. Former Governor Liberty
Eagle of NM, and current CEO of NM Wild West World Theme Park and Culture Centers, with designs for a
new Universal Thrill Theme Park in the not so distant future.
My book is scientifically designed of, for, and owned and controlled by the people. It is scientifically designed to
defeat the wicked iniquitous. If MCC happens, it will, without any scientific question, change the world on a global
spiral to universal compassionate goodness for all peoples. Why or how are 2 questions ? Because IT' is designed
scientifically, using the actual words' of Jesus, Pope Francis, and all "ALWAYS equally good" religious ministers of
all nonviolent religions. Together, all equally good Ministers, Philosophers, and all Professors of, for, and by the
goodness for all peoples'. There is a whole holy lot of them. Together those ministers of goodness in the world
are "The World Peace Alliance." That scientifically will start the reversal of the world’s spin toward evil and
destruction, once and for all time !!!! Why and how? The answer to that scientific equation:
$imple. Because IT' is designed with the words of all good ministers and good economic science that is designed
to place ECONOMIC POWER' in the hands Of, For, & owned and controlled By the People'. The People are the 7
billion middle class workers, disabled and poor in the world'! That is 7 billion individual digits' of independent
synergetic economic PEOPLE POWER'. That is a $imple scientific equation based on $imple math and economic
and physics science folks. With a little common logic & sense of humanity added for good accurate measure.
{ ' plus - = links}
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!!!!
C-ing IT', is believing IT' !!!! says Curt ... tbc >
IT' is linked' MCC-NDDS-DWI (linked' neo-warrior language')

MiddleClassCapitalism.com' & NationalDebtDeficitSolution.com'
&
DEFEAT OF THE WICKED INIQUITOUS {DWI}'
By William Curtis Woolf'
There have been great advancements in technology, but two steps backward for every economic step
forward in America. Never Again! Middle Class Capitalism (MCC) is all about real achievable economic
solutions, not the same old tired political economic rhetoric most candidates propose. The people must
have a new kind of capitalist economic system, with solutions that provide them economic power and
influence. That is what MCC brings. If powerful wealthy individuals own and control the most powerful
wealthy corporations on earth, then The People can join together to be owners in the most powerful
corporation on earth, to build their own economic prosperity. The only difference is it will be owned by
middle-class people working and investing in their own corporation. This is all HOW!
My immediate proposal is a Unity Proclamation for all Presidential Candidates to Win in 2020, by working as
partners to defeat President Trump, with all of our candidates and their great "solutions for America." This
includes candidates of all parties and candidates wanting to defeat Trump, and all major groups and movements
along with all of their various ideas and solutions for US, the People. "Join together" and sign a Unity Proclamation,
as united partners to defeat President Trump in 202O. We all must support each other in unity, to WIN for
America in 2020. Together US, the people WIN, divided US, we will all LOSE ! The Proclamation Motto. The media
is therefore requested to put this Proclamation before all that oppose Trump in 2020. And, may the candidate
with the best ideas WIN for America, and the world. So, please unite against Trump now, with Unity Proclamation
for all.

Middle Class Capitalism is the optimum quality result of the multitudes of working people, and the poor
and disabled to work together to build a corporation for themselves. It is "a beautiful new real world
where those that work together and pay for government and corporations, get the government and
corporations they have worked and paid for." My book is designed over a decade to be an "epic thesis"
of my beliefs of good over bad governance of governments and corporations, in the modern world.
MCC is the modern world of "the people's most of all powerful corporation." ... says Curt!
My book is a sensational fiction drama laced with the truth of today, in real time. It is my vision and
beliefs as reflected in every good, decent hero in my book, as well as the evil characters. My thoughts,
my beliefs, my values, truth, honesty, decency, unity, rationality, facts, science; and the civility of
working class people, working together for the benefit of all. It is my vision for a GOOD real new world,
over much of the EVIL in a world that is controlled almost entirely by the wealthy and the wealthy
international corporations, and mostly for the benefit of the wealthy. Middle Class Capitalism is a
carefully designed corporation Of, For and owned and controlled By the People, for the benefit of ALL
the people, with the synergetic energy and power of the billions of working people working together > to
ensure a living wage in their regions, and always in a clean and safe beautiful world for ALL! Together
with their creed and slogan of "Power, Prosperity, and Justice for All" in a safe and clean beautiful world
for ALL !!!!
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The good over evil "fiction drama" in my book is actually written by my brilliant Ghostwriter, that I
lovingly call JewelE, my Angel Book Doctor and editor. I am a concept and technical writer. I have
found honesty and decency, is the best policy for me and my book, although it sometimes gets me in
trouble. I believe it is the best policy for everyone. Dishonesty and lies will always breed division and
hatred wherever it is. Trump is clearly the personification of the evil antibiosis, or the antithesis of
honesty and decency. He actually loves disruption. He brags about causing division and dangerous
disruption around the world. It is his euphoria, he shares at his rallies. That is very dangerous folks. It is
bad and evil behavior and governance by Siri and Alexa's standard definitions. My book is about good
governance of governments, and of all corporations. We are experiencing historical danger in "real
time" folks. My book is "my" vision of good values and good behavior over bad behavior, good
corporations over bad corporations, and good over bad governance of governments and corporations.
All being the foundation and design for the new Middle Class Capitalism economic system. The most
powerful corporation on earth entirely OF, FOR, and owned and controlled BY the People !!!!
All of my ideas and policy solutions are for the middle working class, and for every student leader, student
association, university and the news media experts to fully scrutinize. The real question all starts and ends
with “Why can’t the people, the middle working class and poor, get together economically and have more
economic POWER & INFLUENCE than a few wealthy billionaires.” My solutions and websites provide you
the answer: They can. Let's start with the basics of the problem.
Alexa says civilization is an advanced state of human society in which a high level of culture, science,
industry and government has been reached. Siri says civil is courteous and polite. These two beautiful ELadies are the standard definition of CIVILIZATION anywhere in America and the world. So we must ALL
first ask ourselves this question:

ARE WE LIVING IN A CIVILIZED AMERICA AND WORLD ?
Unfortunately, ladies and gentlemen, the answer to that question is now clearly NO !!!!
Curt says his definition of civilization is Middle Class Capitalism. It is simply ALL of us working
together as partner’s in life, in a civil courteous and polite manner to achieve a high level of culture,
science, industry and government. To have Civilization WE must first, ALL unite together in a way
that ensures Economic Equilibrium, in an American style of pure and fair Capitalism, with Universal
Integrated Competition. That ensures a balance of POWER and INFLUENCE with the wealthy, in order
to achieve our own Power, Prosperity and Justice for ALL , in a beautiful safe and clean world. THEN
second,, with Middle Class Capitalism we can achieve a world where we ALL receive a living wage for
our labor, and we all have a “QUALITY” home, clean and safe water and air, education, or anything
else we work for our hard owned Good Dollars. That is Curt’s definition of a QUALITY CIVILIZATION
!!!! … and I just happen to have: REAL SOLUTIONS FOR US ALL TO WORK TOGETHER AS PARTNERS IN
LIFE to achieve “and Pay for it ALL.” I also just happen to have developed the “QUALITY BUREAU” that
developed a National Award Winning new infrastructure and economic model, with a team of
fantastic Highway Department warriors for “Quality Performance with Optimum Results.” That is the
economic weapon we can all use to achieve MCC. ALL working as team partners together in my
AMERICAN STYLE CAPITALISM. I call it my MCC Civilization !!!! Sounds impossible! Judge it for
yourselves! Email your “Judgement” at newmiddleclasscapitalism@gmail.com. This, after the 2008
Recession that really angered me, is the result of ten years of Research and Development for a fair
Capitalism Economic System that is carefully designed to provide balanced wealth and benefits that
truly are: Of, For, and owned, controlled, and paid for BY THE PEOPLE.
MiddleClassCapitalism.com & NationalDebtDeficitSolution.com
#MiddleClassCapitalismNow !!!!
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DEFEAT of THE WICKED INIQUITOUS
THE GREAT REVOLUTIONARY WAR OF
ECONOMIC INDEPENDENCE
! THEY BEAT THEM AT THEIR OWN GAME !
OF the PEOPLE, FOR the PEOPLE, and
OWNED and CONTROLLED BY THE PEOPLE
The PEOPLE Declare Economic Independence
The Neo-Caps Crush the Crony Oligarchs
and
The Perpetual Cycle of Prosperity Begins In A Beautiful World !!!!
In the GREAT REVOLUTIONARY WAR OF ECONOMIC INDEPENDENCE, the Neo-Caps (the New
Capitalists) are the ferocious capitalist warriors. They are the PEOPLE, the students and working
class owners worldwide of the Independent Peoples International Enterprise. Together, they crush
the crony capitalist Oligarchs, and the TRILL evil empire forever … and The PEOPLE RULE THE
WORLD!
!!!!
Preface & Author’s Notes
THE PEOPLE RULE THE WORLD DRAMA IS PART TRUE AND PART FICTIONAL. HOWEVER, IT
ILLUSTRATES A REAL SOLUTION FOR THE PEOPLES LASTING ECONOMIC POWER AND CONTROL.
Curt Woolf: Credentials and Background for Middle Class Capitalism
The award-winning infrastructure and administration Quality Performance Team Partnership System,
developed by Woolf in the 1990s, can be used for every single federal, state, and local government to actually
achieve desired quality results. As the Chief Administrative Officer, Woolf started the Quality Bureau at the
New Mexico Highway Department. There it developed a national award-winning highway infrastructure
construction system.
The national awards were for achieving a Quality Performance for Optimum Results System, coordinated by
a team managed by Woolf and Tom Church, whom Woolf hired in 1995 to manage the Quality Bureau.
Church just retired as the Cabinet Secretary of the New Mexico Department of Transportation. Federal
Highways now use the system Woolf and Church developed, together with a fantastic team of creative
partners, in the 1990s.
Our team partners used a compass system to measure all monthly budget and construction results. The
Quality For Optimum Performance System was also used to measure optimum performance for the least cost
of all other department administration, engineering and planning functions. These included state-of-the-art
Data Processing, Personnel, Purchasing, Budget, Finance, and Maintenance, all operations with quality
performance.
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The system achieved award-winning maximum efficiency, for the least cost, as measured by a monthly
compass, for all administration, and infrastructure construction projects, and awards. All highway
infrastructure projects were performed with the least disruption to communities, in the least amount of
time, for the least cost. This system, developed originally by Woolf, can be used for every single federal, state,
and local government, as well as every corporation, large and small business.
After the 2008 Recession, which angered Woolf, he developed the completely new American Middle-Class
Capitalism (MCC) Economic Paradigm. Americans lost their homes and retirement savings and were
devastated otherwise for no reason of their making! So, after a decade of research and development, Woolf
introduces the People's MCC Economic System, using his creatively advanced High-Quality Performance for
Success System. The completely new Middle-Class Capitalism Economic System creates a very massive
powerful people's corporation. MCC balances the economic power and influence of the People and the
wealthy.
MCC will ensure 100% of the net profits, after expenses, go to the MCC working-class and poor ownerinvestors. They are all unified investor-worker-team partner Economic Warriors that build and own the
corporation together, using powerfully synergistic, universally integrated capitalism through
economic equilibrium. This is the new economic advancement which serves the masses.

Curt Woolf is a bi-partisan American Centrist Independent. Woolf is in favor of the provision of social
services and of mandating fiscal-financial responsibility. Americans and our Allies everywhere may
successfully join together as partners in citizen-government-corporate solutions for all Americans and all
people, everywhere. In a balanced economy, power, influence, and wealth work together as partners to
create economic equilibrium and Universal Integrated Competition. You may see how this is done on the
MCC website.
Woolf was the CEO of Chaves County, NM, government for thirteen years, from 1981 to 1993, with the
leanest fiscally conservative finances and balanced budget, as well as the best, most compassionate social
policies that benefitted the most county residents in the most need, all within the revenues available to the
county, and all with the most emergency cash reserves possible.
THE PEOPLE’S NEW AMERICAN MIDDLE-CLASS CAPITALISM will create:
* CITIZEN-GOVERNMENT-CORPORATE PARTNERSHIPS FOR UNLIMITED JOBS
* THE PEOPLE’S CYBER-SECURE INTERNET CALLED YOUR SPACE WORLD
* THE PEOPLES REAL OWN POWERFUL INTERNATIONAL RETAIL CORPORATION
* INDEPENDENT RENEWABLE ENERGY FOR A CLEAN AND SAFE WORLD
* ECONOMIC EQUILIBRIUM, UNIVERSAL INTEGRATED CAPITALIST COMPETITION
* THE WORLD PEACE ALLIANCE TO INCLUDE ALL PEACEFUL RELIGIONS
* POWER, PROSPERITY AND JUSTICE FOR ALL
* REAL SOLUTIONS THAT ARE PAID FOR WITHOUT GOVERNMENT OR POLITICS
How is all this possible, right now?
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See more details at MiddleClassCapitalism.com & NationalDebtDeficitSolution.com
This may all sound impossible at first, but it is all real and coming very soon. The Middle Class Capitalism
Slogan is:
“POWER, PROSPERITY AND JUSTICE FOR ALL!”
If powerful wealthy individuals own and control the most powerful wealthy corporations on earth, then The
People can join together to be owners in the most powerful corporation on earth, to build their own
economic prosperity. The only difference is it will be owned by middle-class people working and investing in
their own corporation.
They invest and/or work together in all of their own retail stores in their own regions anywhere. This
company is not owned by ultra-rich billionaires, as most other giant corporations are. It is completely
owned--with 100% of all profits after expenses--of, by, and for the working-class and poor memberinvestors. The People will build a massive powerful global corporation they own, and will do so online in
their own homes, as unified economic warriors, working together for the strongest economy possible for the
benefit of all.
As an example, one new solution is simply a five-cent stock trade fee, like people pay for most other goods
and services now. This fee would provide over $2 trillion in new revenue annually for American government
services. See this new solution and many others at NationalDebtDeficitSolution.com.
I have several real workable citizen-government partnership solutions for upward economic mobility and
lasting economic prosperity that ensures justice for all, with clean air and water, quality food and housing all
can afford as economic warriors. Economic prosperity and a clean and safe environment are the two
most important issues for all of humanity. These are now possible, and can be easily paid for, and I will
show you exactly how in this summary overview, with more details at my websites. We must act now!
Middle Class Capitalism ensures a healthy economic balance of power with the wealthy. The People provide
most of the taxes that provide all of their government services and security. The People will get all the profits
and services in their own massive powerful international corporation, after all the expenses are completely
paid. They will all vote for politicians that support the economic positions of their own corporation. They will
all finally have power, influence and control over their own governments, rather than never ending political
wars that always benefit the wealthy.
With a balance of economic power, The People will all vote in their own economic interests, in their own
powerful corporation that provides their own robust thriving retail economy. The People really can beat
the politicians and crony corporations that have not served the People well, at their own game, with
more economic power and influence than any corporation has ever had.
New solutions of, for, and by The People. We have solutions to achieve economic power and equilibrium.
Join us as economic warriors, supporting your American Style International Corporation, working as
partners together for all The People.
All Economic Warriors join free, have absolutely nothing to lose and everything to gain, with a free share of
stock, no membership fees, and a real opportunity for lasting economic prosperity and justice.
“Power, Prosperity and Justice for All!”
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… in a beautiful safe America, with living wage jobs and quality clean water and air, food and housing for all!
William Curtis Woolf, or just CURT
The following are Curt’s notes and his overview that dramatically illustrates how this new MCC
Economic System works, in a sensational fiery true-fiction drama thriller that some have said: “
may be as good or better than a John Grisham political-economic thriller ” and they are GREAT!
… except, this drama will become a "real" pol-eco thriller soon, all starting on July 4, 2020 with
the People’s Declaration of Economic Independence.
THE inequality EQUALITY NUCLEAR ECONOMIC BOMBSHELL !!!!
“ The entire 2020 election will be the INEQUALITY ELECTION. Billionaires, already Bloomberg,
Schultz (Starbucks) running as an Independent, are fighting democrats Sen's Liz Warren &
Kamala Harris etc. , the Dems frontrunners. They are fighting over talk of ‘increased taxes on the
wealthy’. You know, the Trillions of taxpayer dollar cuts given to the wealthy since the 1980s,
which has created the largest National Debts and deficits in world history. The interest alone is
almost $400 Billion dollars completely wasted every year, and the budget deficit, or a loss of hard
working peoples tax dollar debt that is now well over a Trillion dollars a year. In the beginning of
2019, there is almost a $22 Trillion dollar National Debt. You know, all the revenues squandered
by our Congress over the last 30 years. A disgusting waste of the middle working class taxes,
that are needed desperately for government services for the people. The working class, you know
those that work for the billions of squandered tax dollars; and, work to provide fewer needed tax
dollars that provide obscene revenues for our billionaire’s worldwide billions’ as billions suffer
everywhere internationally. These wealthy controllers and their minions control the legislators of
every party through legalized bribery, in every country, in order for them to continue lowering
billionaire’s taxes by trillions in just a few decades. The middle working class and poor work
sometime 2 or even 3 jobs for these billionaires that pay legislators through campaign money, so
they will lower their taxes, that otherwise provide the people’s revenues that are desperately
needed for all of our government services like health care, infrastructure, and the National
financial and military security of America. And these workers for the wealthy actually pay most of
the taxes that permit them to do it. That is unadulterated “ECONOMIC INEQUALITY” by any
standard or definition. In the beginning of 2019, the billionaires and Democrats running for
President, are ALL against Lying King Thuggery however. He is simply the Presidential thug that
is destroying our American and world democracies, along with our Allies that all work together to
protect each other from these Nationalist Dictators. And all while destroying Allied relationships,
Lying King Thuggery, touts his love and admiration of Russian and other “Nationalist
Dictatorships” and their “strong” leaders in the world. Simply Perfect for this book, because our
drama’s heroes have found A MUCH BETTER SOLUTION! It is a “real working economic system
called Middle Class pure and fair CAPITALISM for America, and yes for the entire world AND ALL
OF THOSE MAKING LESS THAN ONE MILLION DOLLARS NET INCOME PER YEAR. It is the
strongest and greatest corporation ever, the People’s International Corporation. And it does not
need Government to do ANY of IT … says Berto to Susy, and she loves IT! ... as they sneak off
into their passion tent, as they call IT.”
The short technical book and the “real” Journey to get there, along with this very rough narrative
draft illustrating the real IT, is ALL here, and can be seen anytime at MiddleClassCapitalism.com
& NationalDebtDeficitSolution.com (that is also applicable internationally). My ghostwriter is very
near completion of this very dramatic true-fiction sensational real illustration for ALL of IT, in my
new book called DEFEAT OF THE WICKED INIQUITOUS. It will be published internationally in
2019 for all to SEE’, the people’s international corporation which you can join for FREE.’ That is
… if you are a small business or “you have a net annual income of less than one million dollars.”
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And with no other fees for joining this real international people’s corporation on-line, you will
receive a free share of stock, with no strings attached ! Really !!!!
... and then IN 2019 arrives the world's inequality EQUALITY NUCLEAR BOMBSHELL ! IT is a BiPartisan PARTNERSHIP between Republicans, Democrats, Independents, and all of its middle
working class, poor and wealthy Citizens, AND THE WORLD PEACE ALLIANCE is developed in
2020. The only opposition in America and the World are the very greedy crony billionaires called
the Trills and their loyal minions. ... says Susy and Berto in 2019, regarding Middle Class
Capitalism (MCC) and The People’s International Corporation …and so says the Noble Spirit in
4414 ....
Susy and Berto’s new book called DEFEAT OF THE WICKED INIQUITOUS provides the peoples
7.5 billion people's ECONOMIC EQUALITY SOLUTION for the benefit of ALL, and it does not need
government or dirty politics, which is what it is today. It needs only middle working persons and
the poor to UNITE TOGETHER to use their very own labor, and/or capital dollar resources,
working together as PARTNERS, for the optimum economic prosperity of ALL. This includes their
very wealthy rich PARTNERS. And it is ALL REAL... says > you all know the drill by now fellow
NEO-Warriors,” just shortly after the new Declaration of Economic Independence in the year 2020
...says our hero “PARTNERS and NEO-Warriors” Susy, Berto, Emery, Moon, and our international
spies Gator (AKA public Popi III ) and the most intelligent beautiful woman and spy partner
named Pocohuntus (AKA public Poko), and my accomplished brilliant published ghostwriter and
international artist !!!! Our heroes will develop and create many new fiction corporations here
Like Your Space World International Internet (YSW) and Papa’s Toyhouse Builders, and UVAP,
the international new fad of clothing attire called Universal Vested wear for All Prosperity, or just
the Universal Snappy Wear corporation (all new wear has snappy snaps rather than annoying
buttons). These will also be real international billion dollar corporations that help fund the real
new people’s international corporation, along with the help of real benevolent billionaires and
wealthy people seeking one of the greatest legacies ever with “an international simple solution
for ALL the Peoples Prosperity and justice, working together as partners for ALL !”
“ !!!! ” is the new MCC & People’s Corporation PJs, or Prosperity and Justice Warrior Symbol for
ALL NEO-Warrior Flags and Slogans and Icons, and always with “Universal Vested Snappy Wear
“ to include all vested wear for all PJs, suits, caps, t-shirts, etc., with of course all Snappy Wear
“Snaps with !!!!, replacing all buttons ! ” Buttons are the enemy, just a PITA (Pain in the a’ ) …
says all NEO Warriors, and everyone else for that matter …

!!!!
CURTS MIDDLE CLASS CAPITALISM MANIFESTO
My Book, through Susy & Berto as illustrated by fiction, is entirely a secular GOOD Manifesto for
the GOOD of ALL, as designed and created carefully over a decade. It always provides Good
Corporate Morals that result in GD or Good Dollars to all 7.5 billion persons on earth, including
the rich, now and in the future. MCC economics is simple: The more GOOD Dollars all people
have to spend, the more they buy, and therefore the more prosperous both the working class &
the rich are permanently !!!! That is basically an overall definition of MCC!
The GREATEST THREAT to good moral corporate values THAT IS DESIGNED TO RESULT IN
GOOD DOLLARS FOR ALL, is the destruction of the People’s Democracy vs. a Democracy that
serves the wealthy and tyrants primarily, rather than the masses of middle working persons, the
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poor and the disabled. In real time today it is the destruction going on now, to include the
election of wealthy evil tyrants with agendas for destruction of the truthful news media, law
enforcement, and government institutions, and then to prevail as a tyrant through False Untrue
Hyper-Partisan Propaganda, supported and spread by their loyal minions. Succinctly stated it is
outright LIES & FEAR that are spread by powerful Tyrants throughout America and the world by
the Internet and social media. LIES & FEAR through a barrage of social media is today’s heroin,
the evil euphoria of tyrants that has worked in the past, is starting to work and spread today
internationally, and can prevail in the future. It is happening today as I write this on12-13-18, in
real time. It is now much like in the 20th century, particularly the worst of it all in the 1930s and
‘40s. Today, the primary media for spreading those LIES & FEAR is primarily, purposely or
inadvertently, but factually are Facebook, Twitter and Google. THE DEFINITION OF EVIL IS >
PROFOUNDLY IMMORAL, WICKED and MALEVOLENT! LIES and FEAR are the immoral, wicked
and malevolent weapons of all tyrants against the 7 Billion multitudes of people, and that is the
definition of evil that can bring about the destruction of Good Democracy OF, For and BY the
People !
HYPERBOLIC LIES & FEAR IS THE INTERNATIONAL ENEMY OF ALL THE PEOPLE! ... NOT THE
FREE FACTUAL PRESS! THE ONE & ONLY solution to tyranny and preservation of democracy,
is the masses of people on earth organizing their labor and capital resources together > into the
most powerful corporation on earth, and using the people’s GOOD CAPITALISM, to defeat the
world’s BAD CAPITALISM spread by the crony wealthy and tyrants of the world. Spreading
Middle Class Capitalism (MCC) with Good Dollars (GDs) everywhere, with the use of a new
international cyber-free new Internet called YOUR SPACE WORLD ! ... With an abundance of
Good Ulterior Motives (GUM) is a Manifesto for Prosperity and Justice for ALL! It is delivered
entirely by THE PEOPLE using the economic non-violent weapons and the new paradigms
offered by MiddleClassCapitalism.com & NationalDebtDeficitSolution.com. William Curtis Woolf
… For a more detailed real full technical understanding of this book go directly to the soon to be world famous
MiddleClassCapitalism.com and NationalDebtDeficitSolution.com websites. Order our Special Edition Books
with a variety of full color “WOW-PICS! Enjoy the new “Code Writing” with technical book references and
notes related to the fiction and true parts of the books, and order our colorful short video quips of Evil and
Good “Propaganda Coups” related to the core true and fiction events in the book. Ask for The Personal
Customized Real Curt Signature Versions. Send Your Creative Versions of Code Writing language to the MCC
website for special awards and prizes, all featured in my future books and movies. Winners all get free entry to
the premiers with the most famous movie star NEO-Warriors. Very Special Optimal Thanks to my brilliant and
wonderful partner “ghostwriter” for my book. She makes my rough narrative below, and concepts on this
website as smooth and brilliant as the Cosmoses of All The Shining Stars > with her Optimal Sensational
Writing!
The MCC Synergy Paradigm-Ic’ Ep-IC’ Epidem-ic’
A special NEO-Warrior technical overview Training Guide for our readers understanding … says Susy
to Berto. It is importantly for our Readers Essential Love & Understanding’ … of our book. This is the
best we can do for an Overall more technical Understanding of the way the synergistic dynamics all
work together in a civil friendly international Partnership.
All Neo-Warrior Writers & Trainers please prepare this NEO-Warriors Training lesson, for both the
everyday common average reader, and for Susy and Berto to provide it with similar professional
lingo for economic publications, & for economic scholars and experts and universities; and, for
Commander’s Emery & Moon & NEO-Trainer-s Poco-Gator and all writer’s and trainers. All for the
essential purpose of understanding it to optimally fight the evil Trills and their foolish minions in our
Trill War! “ says the Noble Spirit in the year 4414.
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The MCC Universal Synergy Economic Epic’ Paradigm-Ic’ : The MCC US EPIC
One of the most misunderstood dynamics of MCC is how these huge most powerful of all “retail”
international giant crony corporations like Walmart will “negotiate,” and then be partners with The
Independent People’s International Corporation; or, how there will be billions of people join. All
sounds laughable on the surface. Also, how Your space World actually eliminates Facebook entirely,
and how and why MCC does it ALL !!!!
This is exactly how and why, and must be clearly understood by our readers, when you write it so
everyone can understand it. I can only write it this more technical way for you … Susy says to Berto,
who helps convert Susy’s more technical business lingo into easily understood lingo for everyone to
understand. All in their sensational dramatic new book “Defeat of the Wicked Iniquitous.” … But for
now, NEO-Warriors, this is the more technical dynamic synergistic version.
Stocks vs. Investment Loans & Synergetic Universal Value Expansion (SUV-E’s). Simply, after millions,
actually billions of “qualified working class and poor persons” (qualified = < $1 Million Net Annual
Income), find out they will all get an “unconditional free share,” no strings attached, except for using
biometric& GPS on-line recognition, will all join after they hear about MCC anywhere. They all have
nothing to lose and will join as “stockholders,” as soon as they can get to a computer and join on “the
existing internet” now. (NO MEMBERSHIP FEES to join ). Their stock will be transparently vested,
due to initial free stock value without capital support for initial payment of stock value. The joining
stock was free, so they have nothing to lose by joining initially with no other fees. Almost all qualified
middle working class and poor members will join internationally as they hear about it. All they need
is access to a computer, to join and train as a NEO-Warrior.
Nothing to lose, and Prosperity and Justice in a Beautiful World to gain” is what will be “Marketed”
by every NEO-Warrior everywhere, and that is what Susy and Bertos say to the Trainers. This is your
GUM, your Good Ulterior Motives, your free share SWORD, which is your Independent NEO-Warrior
Weapon, and this is your NEO-Warrior Training Book that trains us all to “Defeat the Wicked
iniquitous Trills and their loyal Minions. ! ” All with the complete training and full support of Our
People’s International Corporation, go forth ALL courageous NEO-Warriors, as you are about to slay
the most powerful Trills of them ALL. So, with this book, always featured for free in Your Own Space,
in your own Space World International Internet. With these non-violent but lethal economic weapons
and your MCC Games understanding, go forth now with all of your fellow warriors, always with love
and respect for each other. And ALL TOGETHER, but independently fighting in your home or village,
and slay those evil bastard Trills & their foolish dumb minions today & forever!” … says all our
heroes, and all our warriors, and Susy and Berto, and all our MCC heroes for everyone to understand
and love !!!! > as the “partnership training” continues …
“Stocks are vested only ‘until’ the corporation is operational, and is receiving sufficient operational
income from wealthy & Wall-Street and other “LOAN” investors. I emphasize “LOANS,” as only
members, that is NEO-Warriors that by definition must join their International Corporation with less
than one million $ dollars in net income. It is all ALL in the spirit of “Partnership” with the already
wealthy wholesaler and other already very wealthy “Partners.” These wholesale corporations
provide the cheapest products, and the “best negotiated interest rate loans” to the People’s
International Corporation. On the other hand, ALL ‘MCC Stock Investors’ must be NEO-Warrior
Members.
With the wealthy investor loans, The People’s Corporation can almost immediately expand
operations internationally, stock values will start to skyrocket, and the Peoples Corporation can
expeditiously with pure synergy, and easily afford to stay profitable. They are able to pay out ‘their
stock values’ shortly after starting, for those that need it. However very low interest loans are
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available through their own People’s Corporation as a better alternative, for all credible economic
hardships of NEO-Warriors. With this pure synergy they are all steadily, but actually gaining real
capital equity value, because of just the number of stockholders joining. Billions in the first year
alone. That alone will ‘Propagate’ optimal wealthy loan investment. Those with free shares will begin
buying more as the value of their free share skyrockets and cascades, with ‘pure synergetic’ Value
Expansion. That itself energizes those loan investors and member stockholders to all invest in Your
Space World, and the entire People’s International Corporation. So synergistically, the wealthy loan
providers compete with the best interest rates to The Peoples Corporation, to provide loans with the
highest and most expeditious payback to the wealthy loan investors. They will receive a constant but
steadily increasing payback, as The Peoples Corporation general and premium stock values steadily
rise. These transparent corporate business stock values skyrocket, and future profit projections
factually make it all credible, with pure economic synergistic energy. The initial loan investors will
expedite making it all happen as soon as possible, as their loans are assured by the skyrocketing
values initially, with rising stock sales everywhere internationally. The initial wealthy ‘loan
investors’ will get in line to invest in MCC & Your Space World; and, develop a” solid Partnership with
The People’s Corporation.
This includes the giant carbon energy producers, that will, with equitable government profit
incentives, deliver ‘wholesale’ renewable energy products at the least expense, for the Peoples
International Corporation for their NEO-Warriors to sell for their own profits in their own Cog-Co
international retail stores, both on-line and on-land stores. That provides even more ‘retail’
renewable energy products for sell in the MCC members on-line and on-land stores for all renewable
retail products they all sell, to receive the profits of their skyrocketing stock values for Cascading
Optimum Profits (COPs) for ALL, to include profits for renewable energy for buildings and homes
everywhere for a beautiful world, with independent renewable energy savings on all of their
independent individual homes and businesses and malls and hotels etc. This creates even more MCC
profit centers for ALL MCC members that are buying stock in their own ‘on-line and on-land’ profit
centers for MCC members only. All as guaranteed by their member MCC NETWORK GUARDIANS.
RESULTS are MCC members energy & profits & savings for all MCC members who buy or sell any CogCO retail products, to include the renewable energy products that are provided All with with
equitable profits for all wholesale corporations , including the carbon energy companies, that
provide wholesale products, to include renewable energy products to the People’s International
Corporation. Those cheapest wholesale prices of wholesale products goods and services are provided
to every single MCC members from anywhere in the world, or usually coalition of NEO-Warrior
members in their regions, to build and operate the Peoples retail Cog-CO on-land and on-line retail
stores. Always with full management and operational support from their mother company, The
People’s International Corporation. The same MCC system works for all the giant crony retail
corporations like Walmart, and Amazon. They will compete with other wholesale corporations, to
provide the cheapest wholesale products competitively with other retail giants, for the lowest cost
wholesale goods and services for the People’s International Corporation. Why, because the billions of
MCC members will now own most of the retail stores internationally. It wasn’t even a fair fight. With
billions of middle working class people now the NEO-Warriors of The Peoples International
Corporation. These former crony international wholesaler retailers, cannot compete with the
massive numbers of MCC members buying premium stock in all their retail stores ‘on-line & on-land.’
So former giant wholesale crony corporations will then be partners together in a BI-PARTISAN
CORPORATE CIVIL PARTNERSHIP, with The People’s International Corporation, & the supportive
government World Peace Alliance. All with democratic free governments, wealthy carbon transfer to
renewable energy corporations, and ALL with billions of working middle class, and formerly middle
working class & poor 7.5 billion people. The former crony giant “retailers,” and Facebook will be no
more with the sensational Your Space World internet and cyber free international social Network All
with a mountain of equity generating work centers for all the MCC members. Facebook is eliminated
almost overnight, and begins to negotiate with their left over international social media
infrastructure if any, that does not include any of their cyber poison infested computer systems or
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servers. Facebook “might,” with civil negotiations that benefit cyber the People owned cyber free
Your Space World, also as a possible partner with the Peoples Corporation. This will happen almost
overnight with just ‘The Marketing of Your Space World.’ Most NEO-warriors will buy general stock in
their own Your Space World initially, as well as their premium stock for their on-land and on-line
stores.
In summary it is all done in an International Partnership that works for ALL, including the Rich, just
as it says in the Declaration of Economic Independence, now signed by most of our 7.5 billion people
on earth, says Susy and Berto in the year 2025, when the international Your Space World
International Internet becomes an international reality. All happy people as they all stroll through
the peoples Market Centers and Parks across the street. Now ALL international citizens; with
expeditious returns on their loans structured to pay back higher amounts as the stock values soar. It
is actually started with the initial “wealthy loan investors. ” All in partnership with all the MCC stock
investors that see their stock values rising. That creates the SUV-Es , or Synergetic Universal Value
Expansions for both wealthy loan investors & MCC stock investors. It is really just very simple growth
economics; along with the 5 cent government stock fees, for all non-MCC members, and 5 cent stock
fees for NEO-Warriors, that all also receive their profits from their steadily growing stock values, in
their own international company. ALL with optimal expedited MCC warriors in the Billions, with free
starter shares in their own company, which is simply all a part of the SUVEs E’s Epidemi-Ic Paradigm,
or jus SUVs.
The wealthy crony corporations and wealthy loan investors actually ‘partner with’ the MCC ownermember-partners. And that makes it all happen in reality. MCC members stock values , or SUVs,
expeditiously cascades and rises with pure synergy, now building the most powerful People’s
Corporation on earth. Now every member can afford it, with support of members that can afford it ,
and their own corporation’s support, they will almost all buy more stock, and the wealthy investors
love their constant stable loan interest pay back returns. Wealthy crony corporations like Walmart
and Amazon, will then have no alternative except to be a “partner” with the people’s Corporation
members, because all their employees now work as members of MCC, because they ALL receive living
wages in their regions of every country, and they will all invest in their corporation with their stock
values always expeditiously steadily rising in value. A WIN – WIN for ALL, and ALL in reality. And the
economy will flourish as the people everywhere now have cash in their pockets to spend everywhere.
That is MCC Economics, plain & simple for the middle working class, the formerly poor, and the
wealthy. All a result of the Declaration of Economic Independence in a large are next to the Atlantic
ocean, near Hollywood , California in the year 2020 … says the Noble Sprit and Papa, in the year 4414
as The Violent Civil War of 2018 Begins! …

King Thuggery’s Violent Civil War of 2018 Begins
When Reason and Facts are replaced with “ You Can’t Prove Anything” except > “whatever I define and dictate
TO MY WONDERFUL FOLLOWERS” > through my tweets and rallies > “Divide and Conquer, Bully and Intimidate
Lying King Thuggery ‘Lying King Thuggeryets’ For ALL’ > as the GREAT UNITER, ALL words and actions of THE
ONE GREATEST PRESIDENT EVER! ” …
Says Susy and Berto, our two fiction hero strategist leaders, as they continue in their book called ‘Defeat of the
Wicked Iniquitous”:
“When we finally really love ❤ ourselves and our own good values, we can love ALL, and live and die in Peace
together! And NOW we can ALL live TODAY ON EARTH to enjoy Prosperity and Justice for ALL. It is ALL, every
last word, the core of our hearts ❤ and our souls, with the values we must practice and follow daily. ALL when
we unite together to be professional non-violent warriors in our everyday lives, married with or without kids,
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or single; all religious and none, with all united races and cultures across the globe, and always with O=Optimal
Love and Respect for ALL, and All our Good Beliefs, and all of our fellow NEO-Warriors. ALL as mature and
responsible adults, with our children NEO-Warriors, as we wage this non-violent war for the good of the
living…”

See the NEO- Warrior Language in my true/fictional book says Curt Woolf. Use it to create your own language
using the NEO-Warrior Codes, find different true parts of the authors life in many of the different fiction
characters, the fiction Started earlier in the year 2018. All-NEO-Warriors are Linked. “Neo-Linkage” is the
strongest-forever-ever-linked-Unity-of-ALL-NEO-Warriors fighting together for the People’s Corporate Good
Values, and Good Dollars for ALL !!!! ...
As the Noble Spirit continues the training sessions in 4414 > …
President Lying King Thuggery, or commonly called King Thuggery throughout the last 2000 or so years >
reported on October 22, 2018 proudly “You Can’t Prove Anything!”
Susy and Berto in the second millennium continue with “Reason & Fact are fake, like the media, except Wolf
media, owned by the Cobrano Media Tech Mogul Corp. Only my loyal intelligence generals, my military
generals and all law enforcement is now under his authority” as the NATIONAL EMERGENCY is declared BY
KING THUGGERY! Using all means of OPTIMAL FEAR TACTICS of inciting rage and discord, and of course simply
lying to all the adoring Republican evangelical FOOLs and racist nationalists > about everything. He of course
wants to be the nationalist Leader and King of the World. He successfully creates a united Republican Congress
loyal force. His divisive rally rhetoric against Democrats > incites a civil war, where he declares a national
emergency in 2019. He then becomes the first true and present, real Nationalist Dictator US President in 2016,
controlling all of the Republican Congress, the Justice Department and FBI, and the military. He puts in his The
Supreme Court . He is in charge of US military forces and all law enforcement, with his own generals and other
loyalists fighting against all those “liberal socialist communist terrorist democrats” who are causing the politicoviolent Civil War of 2018! The violence starts in October with bombs delivered to over a half dozen of “Who’s
Who Democrats of king thuggeries enemies list” as reported by Chris Mathews of MSNBC. The highest level “of
these divisive terrible democrats says most of his loyalists; “along with the “fake CNN news” also receiving the
bombs. All the tactics of King Thuggery, the most clever evil genius in American history. ‘Hail the King” as
bombs are delivered including former US President’s Obama and Clinton. The President’s rallying cry is that all
liberal democrats are divisive terrorists that have caused it all! ...Lock em all up! ... Etc. ... Writes Susy and
Berto, as Honest Lib becomes President in 2020...
Liberty Eagle is fondly called by the media and the world just Good Ol' Honest Lib! She is a
beautiful young (44), very tough Independent-Democrat Native American Woman Warrior from
New Mexico. She is the former NM Governor, that always takes the honest high road; or, in Libs
case "The tough Eagle that always takes the honest high road flight!”
Honest Lib develops NM Wild West World in 2012 as a former Governor of NM. Currently in 2018
she is still CEO, along with some unknown vague very old Native American some call Papa. No
background in the books. He is the silent Chairman of the NM Wild West World Citizens
Corporation. Tom Church, former NM Transportation Cabinet Secretary in 2012, becomes Honest
Libs Chief of Staff and chief strategist for the 2020 Presidential Campaign.
Honest Lib competes with other fellow leading Independent-Democrats, Bloomberg a billionaire
and former New York Mayor and Breto an inspiring charismatic young man from Texas, along
with many more Democrats from all over America. It is the prelude to the 2020 Presidential
Campaign. A former United Nations Woman Ambassador for Lying King Thuggery is the
Republican Nominee for the 2020 election.
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Honest Lib becomes the first Native American Woman President in 2020. She is a very good
friend of Susy from NM, and Poco from Oklahoma, as they work together on a new idea they call
Middle Class Capitalism (MCC), along with our other heroes Gator from Berto from Texas, Emery
from New York, and Moon from California. Honest Lib is Elected President in November of 2020,
with Tom Church continuing as her Chief of Staff.
In 1995 Tom was hired as the first new Quality Bureau Chief of the NM Highway and
Transportation Department. At the time he worked in the Libertarian-Republican Governor Gary
Johnson Administration. He developed a new Quality Performance for Optimum Results system,
currently used by the American Federal Transportation Department. It is the prototype for
Optimal Results for the NEO-Warrior Training started in 2012. It is used for development of NM
Wild West World, and for the new MCC paradigm. This new optimum results for success
paradigm, now called The Quality for Optimum Success System, is used for the Peoples
International Corporation Neo-Warrior Training.
President Honest Lib has the strongest and highest moral and political “independent” standards
ever for ALL people. She is a very tough Independent Government-Corporate-Citizens Unity
Builder. It is all part of the People’s MCC Economic System consistent with all MCC corporate
values, ethics etc. She is the first of all future strong, always independent and honest NEOWarrior Presidents always For, OF and Controlled BY the People! Always the strongest public
servant NEO-Warrior fighter for her slogan of “Prosperity and Justice for ALL.” Celebrated
wearing Snappy Wear Vested PJs (Prosperity and Justice PJ’s) at all international functions
everywhere by all supporters of “The International NEO-PJ Party Of, For, and By the People! They
are 6 billion fellow NEO-Warrior’s strong as of the year 2030.
WOW, says top Commander Emery and First Warrior Moon, as they listen to the Noble Spirits NEO-Warrior
Tactics and Training Pow-Wows. (Positive Optimal Warriors-Waging Optimal War). Roars Top-NEO-Warrior
Trainers Poco-Gator, the first two front–line-linked-International-Spy-NEO-Warriors. They rally with “All-NEOWarriors-proudly-and-always- “linked” -together. “Every one of All of You Right NOW have the power to write
today’s good future for a GOOD-FUTURE-HISTORY for ALL NEO-Warriors > THE PEOPLE !!!! You ALL NOW have
the power to write the factual true NEO-History of who we are as Americans and World Civil Citizens starting
with the 2018 American Mid-Terms” elections, BUT ONLY IF YOU VOTE!
October 24, 2018 > the infamous day the Thuggers’ political terrorists civil war, politically incited, with multiple
race motivated deaths of a New Jersey Synagogue, and the bombing of American citizens. The womb of the
2018 Civil War is born, as the war begins! Repeat WOW>! Says POCO-GATOR at their POW_WOW!”
As the Noble Spirit continues the story in 4414 with the kiddos all playing Papa’s Adult and Kiddo Toyhouse >
Capitalism Games created in the year 2010 by the writings of our heroes Susy and Berto after the Great
Recession of 2008. As the kids play in the People’s Park next to all the beautiful Trees across from the People’s
Glorious Market Center ….
Your Space World is featured in this following summary true /fiction dramatic rough draft illustration. The
published story is written by my accomplished co-writer. This illustration in our story is Always Optimal Good
and Evil, with TEARS & lols&LOLS (lots of laughs and love), as specifically designed and created for readers and
cultures throughout the world. 3 sensational love stories, good spies throughout the world, new concepts and
new paradigms galore > and so forth is my PLEDGE to all of you …
… GD-PS (Good Dollar- Positive Stuff) = Gotta’ read the NEO-Warrior Code Language for NEO-Warrior defined
GD, and all other “double-doodles for the NEO-warrior language. Always the sign of “!!!! “ for Susy and the
Other Brave and Courageous NEO-Warriors, with support for all ALS Victims as dedicated to my personal hero,
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my real brave and courageous always cheerful sister Susy, a beloved high school teacher who died with a smile
on her face of ALS. “Susy,” her namesake in my book is dedicated to my wonderful very real sweet and
cheerful sister Susy that died on 4-4-14 !!!!
THE INDEPENDENT PEOPLES INTERNATIONAL ENTERPRISE
The Middle Class Capitalism Economic System Challenge: Do you really want a permanent solution
for Prosperity and Justice for All? Then respond to this. One million dollars if anyone responds,
along with most international experts that refute this new 100% MCC pure and fair Capitalism
paradigm, that with certainty provides a living wage and upward mobility for every middleworking-class and poor person that is an MCC member warrior > Says Susy and Berto! …
It’s July 4 of the year 2030 and the PEOPLE, the new capitalists or the NEO-CAPS as they are called, are
all celebrating worldwide! Together the PEOPLE WORLDWIDE have won the Great Revolutionary
World War of Economic Independence. The NEO-CAPS have crushed the worldwide crony capitalist
plutocrats, and they now control the international economy and their governments. The NEO-CAPS
are the owners of THE INDEPENDENT PEOPLES INTERNATIONAL ENTERPRISE. It is larger and more
powerful than most of the other remaining giant crony corporations in the world combined.
The PEOPLES ENTERPRISE, as it is usually called, has defeated most of the largest “retail” crony
corporations worldwide in a very brutal economic war of capitalism that started in 2020. The
PEOPLE now independently control most of their own “retail” markets throughout the world. On July
4, 2020 the PEOPLE worldwide declared THE DECLARATION OF ECONOMIC INDEPENDENCE, and the
Great Revolutionary World War of Economic Independence started. The PEOPLE become the new
capitalists called the NEO-CAPS, and the PEOPLE worldwide officially incorporate their own powerful
INDEPENDENT PEOPLES INTERNATIONAL ENTERPRISE. After a decade of brutal capitalist warfare
against the retail crony capitalists and corporations, they have won the war once and for all time.
They beat them at their own game, and they RULE THE WORLD. The PEOPLE, the NEO-CAPS
internationally are all owners of the largest and most powerful corporation in the world. The
PEOPLE together now have more influence over their governments than all of the former crony
corporate Oligarchs s combined. The PEOPLE are now together the most powerful and wealthy
oligarchs in the history of the world. Together they are the new rich that control their governments.
Together, they now have the power and influence to provide all the PEOPLE lasting prosperity, that
brings justice and world peace, in their beautiful new world. In the final chapter take a tour through
THE PEOPLES NEW WORLD of LASTING PROSPERITY, JUSTICE AND WORLD PEACE. The question is
how in the world did the PEOPLE, the NEO-CAPS do it?
Chapter 1. THE WICKED INQUITOUS! The Trills, The Crony Capitalist Oligarchs, and Their Loyal
Minions.
Cobra has recently arrived at Trill Island. It is a mysterious and unknown island with very high and
steep cliffs facing the ocean. It has a waterfall flowing over a huge cave opening toward the top of the
cliffs. The opening is actually an entrance to a massive cavern that has been transformed into an
enormous inside structure. The entire waterfall is diverted to a contiguous channel as the Trill jets
land within the giant entrance to the Trill Pavilion. The waterfall then resumes flowing over the
entrance, which cannot be detected. As Cobra walks through the secret hidden enclave he enters the
gigantic area they call the Greed Cathedral. It’s a very dark, massive, colossal room in the cavern.
Cobra has become the eminent head of the Trills, and the wealthiest man in the world due to his evil
but ingenious financial schemes. He collaborates with fellow Trill elites that include mega-wealthy
tyrants, and some are very powerful government officials. They are all a part of a very secret occult
society. It is the night of the annual Trill Liturgy. The Trill doctrine includes rituals, philosophies,
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messages, new meanings, and words etc. that are mysterious, and completely coded and secret. The
secret flag of the Trills has 13 gold dollar signs on a black background, representing the digits of a
trillion dollars. The Trills are in their black robes, ready to raise their silver chalices high before the
Trillionaire’s Altar of pure gold. The Trills are dressed in their diamond studded black robes, with 13
large diamonds across their chest, again representing a trillion dollars. And of course, the number 13
also represents the unluckiest number of them all, at least for everyone else in the world that is not a
Trill minion … the Trill Emperor proclaims in his lavishly laced Trill Liturgy! There is also one large
gold dollar sign on the back of their robes. They all raise their chalices above their heads toward a
very large 3-dimensional gold dollar sign on the solid gold wall behind the Great Altar as they call it.
The Trill bible is a single gold slab, measuring one by two feet. It sits on the gold altar with only one
raised Golden Commandment: “GREED IS GREAT!” That is the sacred chant of the Great Trill Society!
The chant is led by The Cobra, the Trill Emperor, the financial ruler of the world. The Trills all come
forward with their annual offering within their silver chalices, walking up the golden stairs to the
Emperor Cobra high above them next to the altar … and sacred Trill Chalice. Their offering
determines their Trill ranking, and their annual Trill rewards. Only the Emperor Cobra can touch the
sacred large pure gold Trill Chalice, with death to those that dare! The chalice and altar are safely
secured with a death beam that completely surrounds it! It can only be accessed by the Emperors
complete impregnable “body scan lock.“ Those that provide the greatest offerings of riches and
power for Cobra and the Trill Empire will rise to the highest hallowed levels within their Trill
Empire. October 31st is the annual celebration of greed and dominance they call The Iniquitous!
The Iniquitous follows the Trill Liturgy that night on October 31 of the year 2000 with a glorious
celebration. There are magnificent displays of fireworks, and debauchery that is the envy of the
Roman Gods! Cobra and his conspirators have finally achieved the Primary Order for controlling the
worlds international markets and financial institutions. Satellite images are showing a huge colorful
glow coming from somewhere in the middle of the ocean, but no one can determine why it is
happening.
Cobra’s associates are of course mostly Trill elites to include mega-wealthy tyrants, and the world’s
top economic profiteers. The Trill’s loyal followers are key legislators, government officials and
regulators, and even Presidents. All of these loyal followers want to be wealthy and powerful like
their Controllers, but the Trill’s jokingly call them “our Minions.” A Minion can become a Trill, but
only after becoming a very powerful loyal billionaire after years of proving their value and worth to
the Trill Society. They must have demonstrated their ability to obtain great wealth and to manipulate
other Minions to achieve the overall objectives of the Prime Order of the Trill Society. This includes
the often nefarious, and even deadly schemes of the Great Trill Society.
The Primary Order of the legalized and criminal schemes used by the Trills, is the creation and
manipulation of laws, regulations, trade and financial products that have hidden, obscure and often
grossly overstated value with huge returns of wealth for the Trills. These are supported and
protected by the Trill controlled Minions to include politicians, legislators, government regulators
and administration officials throughout the world. The political-economic (pol-eco) casuistry of the
Trills has extracted and controls the world’s wealth and power. The Trills rule with steadfast
vigilance through the use of very powerful lobbyists, and very willing legislators and government
officials, their loyal followers. They actually write their own beneficial laws. They operate in secret
with government regulators that look the other way while they implement their illegal and
fraudulent schemes. They often “create” over-valued capital extracted primarily from the real dollars
of the hard and honest main-street working majority, through obscured legalized schemes. They
even receive large amounts of dollars printed by their government for huge investments, capital
purchases and trade schemes, often harmful to their countries and working class people. Notable
schemes have included internet and stock market fraud, mortgage credit default swaps and other
creative derivative financial schemes, health care profiteering, international trade schemes, and
other often legal but sinister tactics. These strategies are often supported and guaranteed by
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providing campaign funds to legislators and government officials that ensure beneficial laws. These
loyal followers are usually rewarded with re-election, or the highest paying private jobs when they
leave office. They are the Minions of the Great Trill Society.
The Trills rely on the redistributed manipulation of real dollars to amass the real dollars of the hard
working people around the world. This includes their evil schemes to control governments to ensure
the Trill Empires continuous fail-safe recovery of their wealth in a financial crisis. The recovery is
usually based on a government bailout with the use of working class taxpayer dollars and subsidies,
when the government’s pol-eco system ultimately fails on a periodic basis. There is always a
recovery required after an economic crisis or recession created inadvertently, or intentionally by the
Trill elites. The main-street working majority of people are not protected or bailed out, because they
are not individually powerful or too large to fail. The Trill’s financial empire and wealth is therefore
assured by controlling governments and their Minions, even during recessions and depressions. The
Trill Tyrants can therefore enjoy fail-safe economic security and financial welfare even during a
financial crisis, and continue to profiteer and share in the spoils of the Trills pol-eco system.
Chapter 2. THE GREAT VIOLENT INTERNATIONAL REVOLUTION.
Internationally, the year 2000 is the beginning of worldwide control of markets and money never
before seen on earth. It is the final power and control needed to rule the financial wealth of the
world. The world is raging with civil strife and protest that creates immediate short-term economic
opportunities for the very wealthy. It also inadvertently results in recession and a further decline of a
strong middle class, and record numbers of poor. The seeds of revolution are planted. This time
there are two worldwide revolutions, one violent and one non-violent, resulting in the Great
Economic Revolution. This new world is one in which the poor and the middle class have become
poorer, and the rich prosper in the new found wealth controlled by the Trills. Ugly and often violent
protests are growing everywhere and there is a worldwide revolution of violent terrorists.
During this period the Trills have become the wealthiest oligarchs ever, as more people fall into
poverty. Trills are members of the highly secretive Trillionaires Society. Their billions together
exceed trillions, and they all aspire to be trillionaires. They are basking in their pools of power and
extravagance, and even the economic advantages of war as more people fall into poverty. They are
ruling the financial world, and controlling the world’s governments!
The Trills rule and control the world’s wealth and governments through their secret society. They
control politicians, Presidents, and their governments around the world. These Trills have amassed
the largest amount of wealth in the history of the world. The Trills control the most rich and powerful
crony corporations, companies, banks, investment firms, hedge funds, and health insurance
companies in the world. They have provided a vast redistribution of wealth from main-street
working class to a few very wealthy people, through control of their governments and financial
markets. They provide campaign funds to politicians and government officials. In exchange they
receive beneficial laws and regulations to support the distribution of most of the countries wealth,
capital and assets to the powerful leaders of the elite Trill Oligarchs and their minions. Through legal
bribery and nefarious strategies, they have achieved the world’s greatest accumulation of wealth in
history, while the vast majority of the people in the world are in economic decline or impoverished.
Chapter 3. COBRA’S EVIL TRAINING
“Cobra” was the secret name of the never challenged leader of the young “gang of scoundrels they
called themselves. Others called them ABC Gang or just “the business gang.” It was a very secretive
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young cult of the brightest “business con-kids” in middle school, at the Cobrano Business Academy
School,“ an out-boarding” school {as in out-patient}. It is a school for young children selected for their
business acuity, based on the schools “Acuity Test & Profile.” It is a private academy, owned by
Cobra’s father, Mr. Cobrano, for middle and high school kids, accredited by the State of NY. Mr.
Cobrano’s Media Empire, as he named it, essentially controlled the NY Legislature. The school
provides a business acuity curriculum throughout all course work, with only the very least basic
liberal arts education required. The ABC Gang or just “business gang.” They ran a business con
enterprise like no other. Formally they called themselves the “ABC Gang,” for “A BUSINESS COBrothers Gang.” CO stands for Company. That is where the very young fertile seeds for the most evil
powerful international financial enterprise in the history of mankind began their growth. It becomes
the most powerful conservative media corporation in the world, controlling many of the most brutal
organized mob organizations and governments … throughout the world.
Cobra’s full name is Alphonse Caponase Cobrano. His father’s name was Adolphonse Hitonase
Cobrano, married to a Japanese German beauty Queen. They are descendants of Japan and Germany.
Cobra’s father is a NY media mogul, and the owner of the Young Business Academy School, and one of
the largest independent media-tech companies in America. Cobra knew nothing other than wealth
and privilege. His parents always groomed him to be the very best and most successful international
businessman possible. To literally become the mogul king of the world … and always doing whatever
it takes to do it! Mr. Cobrano is what everyone, including his family; friends and associates were
always strictly required to call him. The only exceptions were his wife and kids he called young
princes and princesses. They lived in the most lavish mansion in all of NY.
The Cobrano gang of scoundrels were intimidators, bullies, and the most charming and wealthy
young boys you could ever meet. Cobrano ran the student newspaper, always with misleading or
untrue narratives. Always benefitting their so-called “business.” It included student and adult
gambling, loan schemes, recreation drugs, and the like. Mainly in the school and around the general
area. Publicly they were only the ABC or “business gang,” … and as a matter of business, if you didn’t
pay up, the consequences are severe. But, no problem! Their wealthy parents almost always paid up
… for themselves and their kids. No one dared oppose Cobra. His father is the most powerful media
mogul in New York, and actually controlled the NY Mob through financial schemes with them. They
did all of his very “evil dirty work” for him, and they were well rewarded for it. Financially, and in the
courts. No witness dare opposes one of Mr. Cobrano’s Mob associates.
Chapter 4. THE GENESIS of the PEOPLES REVOLUTION
Susy and Berto are middle class kids from working class families. Berto is from a progressive blue
collar working class family in El Paso, Texas. His father is a Hispanic immigrant plumber citizen, and
his mother is a high school English teacher from Carlsbad, NM. Susy was raised on a small rural farm
with very strict religious parents, and a strong farming work ethic. They are both high School
student leaders. Berto was class President, and Susy was Valedictorian at their High School. In
college Berto was a political science major and Susy was a business major, but that didn’t matter.
They were like most young students full of energy and always ready to party. And raise hell they did.
But, they kept up their grades and became activists at the University. Berto was President of the
Political Science Honor Society, and Susy became editor of the Vision University Newspaper. They are
both passionate about politics and economics, and they argue fiercely about the countries state of
affairs. As a business major and conservative editor of her student newspaper, Susy loves the new
robust international economy set in motion by relaxed laws and regulations that allows for massive
international trade, and for banks to invest internationally in trade and in huge corporations. And,
there is a technology revolution creating advances and wealth like never before. Berto on the other
hand is concerned that the rich are becoming more wealthy than ever before in history, and the
middle class and the poor are suffering even more. The cost of living is growing, housing costs are
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rising, and wages are stagnant. The new laws have caused giant corporations to move jobs overseas
to use cheap and even child labor for production of goods, and the world is in turmoil with violent
terrorism erupting everywhere. Susy and Berto are at each other’s throats regarding politics and the
economy, and THEN DISASTER … the worst attack ever on American soil happens on September 11,
2001! The violent Great World Revolution of 2001 begins.
With the rage of the people over the “911” tragedy, the President convinces the country and the allies
of the world to support attacks on the terrorists responsible in Afghanistan, and then in Iraq. The
wars inadvertently have further destabilized the entire Middle East, and there is even greater
international violence. In order to distract from 911 and the violent Great World Revolution, the
President declares, “Everyone can get a mortgage!” And mortgages are really booming with a new
mortgage program and relaxed regulations that permits almost anyone to get a mortgage. And THEN
DISASTER strikes America and the world again! The GREAT RECESSION OF 2008 begins!
After the Great Recession hit, Susy and Berto were both passionately angered at witnessing millions
of hard working people in America and around the world, being devastated by the power and
influence of bad crony international capitalism and government. There are foreclosures everywhere
and millions of people are losing their homes. There is violent revolution throughout the world.
After all of that, any differences between Susy and Berto’s beliefs regarding economics and politics
converge. They are ONE! Susy and Berto thought if a few very wealthy Tyrants can benefit from the
POWER of their “bad capitalism” through their giant international companies and wealth … the
people “together” can really benefit from the POWER of “good capitalism” through their own giant
POWERFUL International Enterprise Inc. One that is “of the people, for the people, and owned and
controlled by the people,” without government, politics, or any Tyrants or giant crony capitalist
corporations!” So, Susy and Berto decide they are going to research and develop a new kind of “good
capitalism” that creates a powerful and strong middle class. One where together people achieve
upward economic mobility for everyone, including the poor. A micro-economic system where every
person is an owner that invests and gains growing wealth in their own huge international enterprise.
A company that assists and supports a culture where those achieving more wealth, assist those with
less, including the poor. A company where all the people work together to invest and gain wealth and
upward economic mobility as owners in the largest and most powerful company in the world. A
company with a motto of “never leave a fellow capitalist warrior behind!” And so, the strategy Susy
and Berto started with was an investment idea that will help finance the People’s International
Corporation called YOUR SPACE WORLD. It is a new international internet, and it replaces Facebook
and Amazon as “profit centers” that all contribute to 100% of all the stocks going to all the Middle
Class Capitalism member-investors.
YOUR SPACE WORLD
“A Bold New Internet & Economic & Social Network Enterprise”
INVESTORS
Investment. Your Space World Inc. (YSW) is a new secure international internet, and international
multi-national social and economic business network corporation that can be compared to a
combined current internet, Facebook, and Amazon, with a great deal more, believe it or not after this
explanation. It is a completely new closed, multiple cyber secure system, with several new diverse
profit centers for all members. It is a completely new invention, and the only fix and replacement
system ever conceived to replace the current vulnerable toxic cyber-systems everywhere for
business and ordinary people. It includes a solid cyber security warranty guarantee, but only for all
registered member-user-owners All are security cyber-vetted in a new completely secure and
controlled “closed” social and business internet system for all member-users and investors. It will
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control and prevent cyber fraud on-line. Every single person touching any part of this secure YSW
internet system is required to do personal real time biometric face-time recognition, and real time
GPS recognition, every single time touching any part of the YSW internet system, with complete
privacy thereafter. No one, or any business, including “all” corporate executives and internet
employees, can enter Your Space World, or touch the secure controlled YSW internet without full
required (but immediate) recognition, to resolve the very dangerous international cyber toxic mess.
International Governments, businesses, and all companies will love it, and so will all of the
international member-investors. With the highest profit-sharing profits every, available to everyone.
Annual independent audits available for complete public credibility and transparency for the media
and all to see.
Cyber Security Protection. All YSW security protections can be completely reviewed by any bona-fide
credible government entity that has free credible elections, as determined by YSW, to ensure secure
credible YSW data relevant to their “credible” elections. Also, YSW will follow any government
regulations, or support laws that provide special approval of YSW Inc. necessary for the people’s
protection, regarding any ant-trust or other legal issues that may be dangerous to people or their
governments. Another “fundamental” difference in YSW is that every member-user-investor also
receives profit sharing, and can build real cash value equity in their own free “cyber-space.” They
actually can build their own cyber-space (property) equity in “Your Home” or “Your Business” in
“Your Space World.” This international mega-corporation will have general stock available to
everyone that “securely registers” for recognition, and premium member-owner stock ownership
available to every member-user-owner-investor. Development follows that of the existing Internet,
Facebook and Amazon, with all the very new profit centers and personal economic advantages for
every member-owner, investor or not. A total of 45% of YSW Corporation ownership is available for
worldwide membership and investment. Anyone using or developing any similar part of this
completely new paradigm for my “This Space Corporation” corporation will be vigorously sued. Most
of the 55% will be used for the implementation of The New Middle Class Capitalism micro-economic
system, known as The Independent Peoples International Enterprise. It is all located on the
automatically copyrighted website called MiddleClasscapitalism.com with a completely new
guaranteed safe international Internet called Your Space World. Website and all related domains are
owned by William Curtis Woolf.
YOUR SPACE WORLD TOUR
You are about to enter Your Space World, and take a wonderful and exciting journey throughout your
new cyberspace universe! Everyone can own their own cyber Space Home or cyber Space Business in
this vast cyberspace universe of Your Space World. In this new world everyone can prosper as they
build real cash equity in their spectacular beautiful Space Home or mansion. Your social network
and economic security are also guaranteed in your extraordinary new safe and secure cyberspace
world. Everyone from anywhere in the world can join free and receive their Space Home or Business
as a member-user on line. You can invite anyone you want to your space, or Your Home on-line, just
like you would invite them to your own home for social networking and interaction with friends.
Your Space equity value is equal to the value of your investment or stock in Your Space World as it
grows throughout the world. Any individual or business that joins receives their free space, and will
also receive a free share of Your Space World enterprise stock. No one is required to ever invest if
they choose not to do so, and can always enjoy just socializing in their own Space Home. However, the
real cash equity value of their Space Home or Business will always grow in proportion to the amount
that they choose to invest in their own worldwide Your Space International Enterprise.
There are many social and economic benefits of Your Space World. This social network is also a
simple economic concept. It is a new kind of self-reliant and self-sustaining social space world with
an economic profit center called Your Home or Your Business. It empowers the member-users to join
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together with their safely affordable investments to ensure their own growing profits for all
members in their wonderful prosperous new cyberspace world. Together, members will build their
very own vast highly profitable social and economic space world everywhere. In addition to
socializing with friends or doing business on-line from Your Space Home or Business, and receiving
company profit sharing or stock value for real cash value and Your Home or Your Business equity,
member-users will also belong to a completely new secure biometric internal internet, with an
internet protection guarantee plan available to members. In summary all members will all have
their own Space Home or Business in their space world, with an enterprise guaranteed social and
economic security protection system.
The Internal Biometric Secured Protection System. Fraud and identity theft have become one of the
worst problems faced by Facebook, and large and small business and individuals everywhere. Along
with other protection systems, it includes the Your Space biometric identity internal Internet system.
It is secured by personal fingerprint, eye scan or other biometric identification, with a member’s
actual GPS location, every time anyone is in or uses the system. An internal Internet protection
guarantee plan is available to all member-users, along with a protected Your Space World e-mail
system for member-users.
Economic Security Protection Fund. Your space shares will provide your personal Economic Security
Protection Fund for a secure space world. A guaranteed cyber-attack warranty is available. It is
specifically designed to provide economic security and a bridge of economic support for all members
and users within its own enterprise internal system. This system provides these profit sharing funds
from the member’s space shares to help build each individual’s Economic Security Protection Fund.
The members can also receive low or no interest cash bridge funds, and credible restructured loans
from the enterprise for legitimate economic hardships secured by the space share value of Your
Space Home or Business and/or your stock owned in the enterprise. This will minimize most
hardship cases while continuing to grow their profit in their enterprise.
All space world members can actually build real cash equity and the most spectacular spaces of all in
Your Space World. Everyone gets their free space Home and free enterprise shares to start. It is a
beautiful standard middle class cyber home, with their choice of home options. However, if they
want to improve their home, or build a spectacular cyber space, they can build almost any virtual
business, home, mansion or empire of their dreams in their space. For the most avid business or
home, mansion or empire builders, there are the most advanced options. All are obtained from Your
Space World with “Space World Market Prices.” Can you imagine your beautiful spectacular virtual
mansion, jet, and cars and other property in Your Space World!
The advanced options are for increasing the equity value of your Home space, as you build your
mansion or your empire in your space. Anyone can buy or sell their Home, or their Empire with an
appraisal based on their space equity, or whatever the space world real estate market will actually
bare. No one can own more than one Your Space World space at a time, regardless of the size of their
mansion or empire. You can also buy virtual jets, yachts and any car you want with Your Space World
shares, and those are all portable if you buy or sell your space, or accessories.

Your Space World Investor Incentives:
1. All of the profits Facebook currently has as a similar social network. Your Space World will replace
Facebook almost overnight with the added cash profits and benefits to all user-members.
2. The additional new profits of all investments of all space world Home, Mansion, Empire and other
property Builders.
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3. The huge capital building through the investment and vesting plan that delays cash redemptions.
4. The new YSW secure worldwide internet will also have a full cyber security guarantee warranty,
paid to Your Space World, with and by all of the new users. Guaranteed completely secure on-line
retail sales international platform will replace Amazon and most other retailers, the current
Facebook.
The Peoples Corporation Advertising Networks (PC- Advertising)
Cyber Security. Only fully vetted registered NEO-Warrior advertisers can advertise on Your Space
World International Internet, and/or the companion Big Business-Government Internet. All
advertisers must be fully verified, vetted and pre-registered with the Peoples International
Corporation to include their individualized full biometric-GPS Cyber Key identification, and all other
cyber secure required advertising verification. Cyber Security is the top priority of the Peoples
International Corporation. There is absolute 0-tolerance for even any attempted cyber security
violation, with permanent exclusion thereafter.
PC Advertising. All advertising is done on the peoples International Corporation Advertising Search
Network. Advertisers can include individual, and/or coalitions of YSW NEO-Warriors advertising
their special virtual fantastic cyber spaces they have built, that includes their individual Cog-Co online or Cog-Co real land stores.
Advertising Profit Split & Individual Security Funds. The PC Advertising and Search Network is
completely owned by the people, and 90% of all profits go the individual or coalitions of NEO-Cap
Cog-Co on-line or on-land store owners in the form of premium sock, after all corporate expenses.
10% goes to the Peoples International Corporation premium and general stockholders individual
Permanent Security and Retirement Fund or PSF Accounts, based on their Corporate ContributionInvestment ratio index.
NEO-Warriors Permanent Security & Retirement Fund (PSFs).
10% of all NEO-Cap warriors stock and labor contributions go into their own individual Permanent
Security and Retirement Funds (PSF) based on the proportionate amounts of their contributions.
That amount is their Contribution-Investment Ratio Index (CRIs). PSF accounts can also be used for
verified hardship no or low interest loans as confirmed and approved by their for-profit Cog-Co
Regional Bank.
Regional Cog-Co Banks & Audits.
All regional banks are also owned by the NEO-Cap Warriors. 90% of all bank profits go to each NEOWarrior based on their corporate Contribution-Investment Ratio Index (proportionate to the amount
of their contributions). 10% goes to their Permanent Security funds (PSF). Corporate stock and
profit sharing are always after all of the Peoples International Corporation overall capital expenses
for all operations, vendors, loans, etc. All legitimate non-proprietary corporate expenses and bank
finances are always transparent to all owner-member-investors and the general public for absolute
credibility. All legitimate proprietary interests, and all corporate finances are confirmed by annual
audits performed by the non-profit guardian Peoples International Network, also completely owned
by the NEO-Warriors. There is a certified Peoples Network NEO-Auditor located at every regional
NEO-Warriors Tribe.
The Noble Spirit continues ….
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And, Emperor Cobra’s illegitimate daughter Emery is half black and half Cobra. She discovers her
father’s evil ways, as she becomes an adult. A conundrum, because Cobra’s father and mother were
strict conservative racists that hated blacks and all minorities, particularly within their public and
private international corporations. The family gets away with it because they control Congress and
their relevant laws … using the Cobrano’s wealth, and control with his media empire and
international corporations. Emery becomes the revolutionary economic war leader of the Peoples
powerful international revolution. She works with the architects and strategists of the revolution,
Susy and Berto. Emery is the Commander and leader of the People’s new revolution’s capitalist
international army. Along with Susy and Berto, Emery is a co-founder of The Independent People’s
International Enterprise. They become economic warriors together with the millions of people
joining as Neo-Caps, the new owners of the Peoples Enterprise.
All Neo-Cap Warriors wear special Vests with a special insignia: Neo-Cap Revolutionary Warrior.
They also wear special caps. The People’s Enterprise provides a new clothing line to help fund the
war. It includes Business and Casual Vests for all women, men, and children. Winter arms are zipped
on to the vests, with winter inserts connected inside the vests. It includes casual variations of vests,
with denim, silk, cotton etc., and business suits with matching or complimentary outer vests to
replace business jackets. All with the zipper arms that can be attached to the vests. There are also
special shirts, all without ties to go with the lapels of the vests. All shirts and vests use snaps rather
than buttons. It becomes a billion dollar international industry, used by the Neo-Cap Warriors to
fund the Great Economic Revolutionary War. It starts an entirely new clothing trend around the
world called “Vested Wear.” Susy and Berto initially start NM Wild West World Theme Parks and
Culture Centers, along with new President Honest Liberty Eagle. That is actually the womb of the
birth of Middle Class Capitalism and The Independent People’s International enterprise in their
home state. It is a Corporate/Government/Citizen Paradigm that serves as the platform to launch the
Great Economic Revolutionary War.

THE NEW MEXICO WILD WEST WORLD THEME PARKS & CULTURE CENTERS
New Mexico has one of the greatest and most unique undeveloped economic resources in the entire
world. That is its amazing Wild West history and culture. The old Wild West is an international
sensation all over the world, particularly in New Mexico. Everyone loves it because of the mystery
and mystique of “the old wild west.” Wild West World will become as visited by tourists as Disney
parks or any other major theme park or other major destinations in the world. The State, local
governments, and New Mexico citizens will participate in the partnership developed through a state
bonding partnership with the Wild West World Corporation, and all join in the development and
profits. New Mexico will unquestionably see an extraordinary economic boom like never before. New
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Mexico and its communities will feature the world’s greatest world theme park and cultural
attractions anywhere!
“It is unquestionably the greatest undeveloped mine of melting pot gold, massively rich in the
mystical world of diverse wild west New Mexico cultural resources.”
Culture Attractions. Wild West World is a Native American Tribes/New Mexico State/Local
Government/Private Corporation Partnership. It invites all New Mexico Native American Tribes, and
all New Mexico cities and towns to join Wild West World by providing their “own brand” of the old
wild west. Along with the Theme Parks greatest characters and attractions in the world, each culture
center will create and illustrate their own brand of characters and attractions. They will each
illustrate in their own way their culture in old west themes at their own culture center at Wild West
World. They will each sell their old Wild West curios. They will all have their own brand of old Wild
West actors, shows, skits, melodramas and much more to illustrate their own Wild West culture in
their own way. They will receive their fair part of overall park fees and revenues to include the old
Wild West railroad train fees, and the tour bus fees to their community parks, and any other fees they
want to charge at their location for their attractions at their culture center.
Wild West Railroad Train and Tour Buses. An old Wild West railroad train will run throughout the
theme park to each Culture Attraction, and to all of the other Theme Park Attractions where tourists
can get off where they want. The train will have old west gunfights and other activities with the
tourists as they ride to the different attractions and culture centers. Initially there will also be Wild
West World Tour Buses. Culture Centers will advertise and feature their local attractions to attract
tourists and bring them on their Tour Buses to their local smaller theme parks. At a future date there
will be a Wild West Railroad Train throughout New Mexico that connects to Native American Tribes
and other NM communities around the state, with each connection featuring their own smaller
version of their own local Wild West attractions. Tourists from around the world will flock to New
Mexico’s Wild West World and all of the Culture Centers, and to the associated other Wild West
attractions featured by local communities throughout the state.
Wild West World Town. In addition to the individual town and villages at the individual Culture
Centers, there will be a central Wild West town. They will all feature old west eateries, saloons,
brothels, jails and the rest with melodramas, skits, plays and continuous Wild West entertainment,
attractions and themes.
Wild West Native American Partners. To attract the individual Native American Culture Centers and
attractions, there will be an understanding between Native American Tribes, the State and the New
Mexico Wild West World Corporation regarding the appropriate sensitivity for their wonderful
culture for a large central old wild west world community and park at Wild West World. They will
also illustrate their own preferred cultures with melodramas, skits, plays and continuous Wild West
attractions and themes at their individual cultural centers.
Wild West World Attraction and Rides Park. Finally, the greatest Theme Park in the world will have
Disney type rides and attractions, all with Wild West themes at the Wild West World Park. They are
better in excitement and entertainment value than the best in the world. Tourists will rent old Wild
West clothes to wear to the attractions. They will love all of the wild west characters, rides, wild west
world and culture center towns and villages, saloons, professional and amateur actors, entertainers,
operas, theaters, movie sets, NM style rodeos, and many other New Mexico and wild west attractions
and benefits, that are the unlimited imagination and creativity of all New Mexicans, and the
partnership.
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This is the story of the Triumvirate Hero “Partners.” The American “independent” President
Liberty Eagle, Susy, Berto, Emery, Moon, Gator and Poco, the Neo-Cap Leaders. Honest Lib is
also President and CEO of NM Wild West World Corporation,” where almost everyone in the Wild
West wears vests, including Native Americans vests made of deer and buffalo skin. Universal
“Vested” Apparel for Prosperity (UVAP Inc.)” is actually any kind of vest for all cultures, with the
added convenience and beauty of simple snaps all over. UVAP sounds like a THC commercial
that is used in Vested Apparel commercials to attract even more new Neo-Caps around the world
to their cause. Neo-Cap Leader’s Susy and Berto, and their amazing Neo-Cap Commander Emery,
together in their “partnership” with President Liberty Eagle, start the international
Corporate/Government/Citizen Partnership called The World Peace Alliance in 2020. elected
President. THIS IS PART OF HONEST LIB’S CAMPAIGN:
TURN ON YOUR BRIGHT LIGHTS PEOPLE!!!!
THE DUSK’ OF AMERICAN DEMOCRACY HAS ARRIVED > as little lying king thuggery’s loyal minions
grow bigger & blinder every day !
Turn off your blinders, and turn on your bright lights of FACT & REASON, and you will "SEE again"; OR
> you will "CLEARLY NOT SEE" another "DEMOCRACY DAWN AGAIN" on any day! > Says “Honest Lib”
the world now calls her. She fully understands King Thuggers’ Propaganda Coup’s wicked deeds and
Evil Propaganda Coups.
As Susy & Berto write on to include the world’s “True –I-Thuggery-Treacherous –Propaganda, or
“TIT-TP EVIL Propaganda by the Thuggers Minions. They replace it with reason and truth GOOD
FACTS PUBLICALLY, as Poco and Gator gather the international NEO-Warriors spy partners to start
their campaign to defeat the EVIL Propaganda Coup’s, with GOOD-Linked-non-violent NEO-Warrior
GAME-COUPS based entirely and only on reason and true facts and good solutions and results for the
benefit of the middle working class and poor People of the world. All happening shortly after
Independent President Liberty Eagle takes office in 2020. That was the womb of The World Peace
Alliance with their mission to always fight evil with good …
… says the Noble Spirit as the kiddos play with their Toyhouse Capitalism Games in among the
beautiful trees next to The Peoples Market Center next to a movie star’s city called Hollywood,
California. Poco and Gator were quietly and secretly working with almost every NEO-Celebrity-StarSpy Partner > that had opposed the Nasty King Thuggery. Together, they magnificently and
sensationally were all NEO-UNIFIED-WARRIORS IN NEO-GAMES that start the new fantastic NEOWarrior Spy Games that is a sensational rage called THE PEOPLES CAPITALISM GAMES. >
… Nasty King Thuggery’ proclaims at his largest rally ever on Mr. Cobrano’s Media Empire to all his
merry minions: He says “So dumb are those stupid kids and bums. Always sucking off the
governments pig tits, with all those stupid endless Internet games they all play. Go to work you lazy
asssholes and pusssies, ‘no offense you gorgeous dolls,’ as the Trills are ending their Halloween
Iniquitous on Trill Island almost 2000 years ago in the year 2019! … says the Noble Spirit.
“GD-PS (Good Dollar – Positive Stuff) > that’s just another tactic of code writing story learning with
history and facts Neo-Kiddo-Warriors... says the Noble Spirit. Go play those “old stupid games” as the
kids cheer with Optimal-Laughter at the 2000 years old story of the defeat of LYING King THUGGERY
and his loyal minions, … and the story of the Emperor Cobra, the most evil of all !!!!
Honest Lib continues the end of the ‘TURN ON YOUR LIGHTS PEOPLE’ > The NEOFACTS COUP!
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GD-PS#4414 a NEO-Code for “that’s how they beat them at their own game.” Now as always featured
IN BOOKSTORES AND THEATRES EVERY-DAY-EVERYWHERE in your very own Your*Space* World*
NEO-International-Internet-&-Peoples Economic Security system > right there and here > in your
very own virtual space world of history and factual and true learning > and NEO-Games in- a world of
Optimal-Beauty-&-Optimal-Enchantment! With a Membership FEE = One free share to every NEOWarrior of the NEO-Peoples-International Corporation … as featured by Susy and Berto in the
year2020.
RESPONSIBILTY & GUM > without it you cannot govern anyone or anything anywhere …
No woman or man in their right mind would subject themselves to relentless cruel punishment to protect a lie,
unless they are seriously mentally impaired. Everyone honest knows that. There is no honest question about
that. Everyone knows that. The rest is useless political non-sense. And everybody knows that says Honest Lib! …
“ Everybody knows politics is operated based on legal bribery , in exchange for laws their benefactors benefit
from > and no one has the courage to change it … says King Thuggery to Cobra, at the Trill-Iniquitous…”
Honest Lib says “ The best way to be optimally successful, is Optimum GUM !!!! …
“Do you like GUM folks ? ”
All of the NEO-Warriors love O-GUM (Optimal - Good Ulterior Motives), and it is the magic that makes them the
very best GUM-NEO-WARRIORS optimally possible as she continues with her Good Facts Coup Rants.
“The reason so many people must live off the government is because there are few jobs with living wages, and
most of our tax dollars go to the wealthy few… and therefore that is the only way in America and the world to
survive. The NEO-Warriors are Gumming-Up the world as we speak, folks! Be a NEO-Warrior and GUM UP the
World with MCC’ for the People’s Prosperity and Justice to "Be economically Free from sea to shining sea" !!!!
Chant our NEO-warriors …
Nothing will change without economic equilibrium, along with the people having greater power than a few
wealthy crony people and corporations. And every single politician making the laws, knows it works just like
that! …
Nothing will change as long as we favor the rich above the working class, and the laws are made for the
wealthy, and the workers and poor have no power. Legal bribery, plain & simple, & every single lawmaker
knows it, and is hostage to it. No truthful politician can deny a single word. That is how it works. The rich get
richer, and everyone else gets poorer. The result must be economic equilibrium delivered by The People’s
Power in The People’s International Corporation, or we do not and will not have an honest democracy OF, FOR
& BY the PEOPLE! Wise up folks, or nothing will change. … and please > Do NOT use GUM sparingly!”
Honest Lib uses a multiple choice of “historical-dictator-quotes,” one of her Good-Facts-Coup-Quotes, and she
asks her admiring cheering crowds > “guess who said those Dictator or DIK -Quotes” > just ask Siri or Alexa or
ask Dic-(tionary)-Wikipedia” says “Honest Lib” to her cheering crowds. “If it quacks like a crook, acts like a
crook, and tweets like a crook she continues> then it for sure is a crook. And that says it all in her famous DiKQuote-Rant on July 4, 2019 !!!! …continues the Noble Spirit in the year 2070 …
“as King Thuggerys’ believes his Rein of Lies, as he and his minions believe he is the GREATEST most powerful
man on earth…” Very Simple says Honest Lib > “and therefore everyone must do as he says,’ as he lies in his
Rants and his Tweets, and even in his nasty-dreams it always seems….”
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Among Honest Lib’s first WINS as the NEO-President is the new, or NEO World Peace Alliance that
includes all credible Religious Leaders throughout the world, all agreeing in their Independent
Partnership Alliance, to always respect each other’s religions. The entire and only mission of the
World Peace Alliance is to work together with every Alliance Partner and issue a United
International Peace Proclamation condemning all violence in the world, starting with defeating all
violent terrorism plaguing the world the religious leaders of the united alliance, is “coordinated”
by Pope Francis (real or not). This is their plan:
THE WORLD PEACE ALLIANCE and THE WORLD RELIGIONS PEACE ALLIANCE
World Peace Alliance (WPA). The United States policy would be using all diplomatic means possible
to form a World Peace Alliance with every country that wants a non-violent and peaceful civilized
world. Peace in a non-violent civilized world is the mission of the Alliance. Together the WPA will
declare a world war against every group or state that "targets" violence against civilians. They are
the enemy. Every country that is not a member of the Alliance will not receive any military or
financial support from any Alliance member and will not be a part of the World Peace Alliance. The
Alliance members will all work together militarily and financially to defeat the enemy anywhere in
the world. The United States will "offer" to lead and use its military and financial resources as
determined by the World Peace Alliance is strategically necessary to lead and win the world war. Any
organized group in the world that "targets" innocent civilians for violent actions for any reason, will
be considered by the WPA as an enemy, and prioritized for action based on the greatest threats to
worldwide peace and non-violence. All Alliance members will agree to strong joint sanctions against
the enemy, will contribute to all military efforts to defeat the enemy, and will all provide a minimal
amount of financial assistance in proportion to their GDP, or other agreed criteria.
World Religions Peace Alliance (WRPA). The World Peace Alliance will use all diplomatic means
possible to organize "all" of the leaders of all legitimate world religions to unite in a World Religions
Peace Alliance. Together they will issue a United World Religions Peace Proclamation that any
organized group that "targets" innocent civilians for any kind of violence is a threat to God and all
legitimate religions in the world. They will declare to the world that they are a worldwide threat to
civilized peaceful coexistence between all peoples, all legitimate religions and all nations of the
world.
Together they are THE WORLD PEACE ALLIANCE, that defeats terrorism not only using military
strategies, but ECONOMIC STRATEGIES they called the Middle Class Capitalism Economic
System. It is owned by all the people that become a part of it. It provides a culture of training all
persons on the People’s International Internet how to be successful in their own most powerful
corporation on earth.
The Noble Spirit continues with the greatest world earth story ever told in the year 4414 !!!! All the
kids are playing TOYHOUSE CAPITALISM with Papa’s Toyhouse Builders. It is always every kid’s
favorite game, game since back in the 2020s. The toy corporations they build are of course a bit
more futuristic over 2000 years later. However, the same good corporate values and training for
these kids, using the code writing and learning system, are demonstrated by playing these toy
games. It therefore has carried peace, prosperity and justice forward on all planets using the
system. And every last planet that uses it also has an interstellar NEO-Warrior Peace Force that
always works together to defeat all TRILL PLANETS. Mankind and their fellow NEO-Warriors
always join together join together to defeat the wicked Iniquitous evil TRILLS everywhere in the
infinite’s cosmoses.
…The Noble Spirit continues the amazing story with the most devastating weapons ever:
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THE PEOPLES NON-VIOLENT BUT LETHAL ECONOMIC WARFARE
!!!!
President Liberty Eagle and the Triumvirate heroes also begin the Non-Violent Great Economic
Revolution with the Declaration of Economic Independence on July 4, 2020. Their international
nuclear war weapons include their new book and movies, and the billionaire companies Papa’s
Toyhouse Builders and UVAP Inc., working closely in a Corporate/Government/citizens with the
World Peace Alliance, lead by the American President. Their Mission is always Prosperity, Justice
and World Peace for ALL THE PEOPLE !!!!
The non-violent Neo-Cap Warriors also start The Independent People’s International Enterprise.
Their economic nuclear “Peace War Weapons” are their books, movies, and media exposure
through aggressive international advertising, and media exposure, that will start with short quips
in all their international “previews and trailers” of the books and movies. They are an
international sensation like never before … that defeats Cobra and the Evil Empire … then there
is a Prosperous and Beautiful New World.
In fact, says the Noble Spirit as he continues with the children and our Triumvirate heroes…
Susy and Berto decide that their new book will be called DEFEAT OF THE WICKED INIQUITOUS.
Always with 4 !!!!s to always signify cheerful Susy’s tiny little mark !!!! A little mark that was
made by her brother Wild Warrior NEO-George, that he privately gave her many millennials ago…
!!!!
The Noble Spirit goes back to work with the hologram training that Commander Emery’s and Wild
Warrior NEO-George’s warrior’s training weapons are developed from.
The training always begins with the Susy and Berto’s first book and movie with a very mysterious
old man seen throughout the books and movies. His name and identity are only known as Papa,
and he is shown only as a vague image, like Obi-Wan-Kenobi, with a Jedi-like spirit or vague
vision. He is the very mysterious old man that just appears for no reason here and there. He, and
The Noble Spirit are aggressively used at the beginning of all marketing and ads as a clue for
their ads for their books and movies. They are used in all marketing and advertising. The real
Papa is never revealed until the end of all the movies, not even in the last book. This always
ensured sequel of their movies and TV series. Everyone, adults and children, along with Susy,
Berto and Emery, no date or optics writes Susy. They are always in their Snappy Wear. All
apparel has only cyber secure signature snaps. “No buttons allowed > they are always a pain !!!!
says Neo-Cap “Universal Vested Apparel Inc.” They are telling their amazing story to all of their
young great grandkids that are in complete fascination and awe !!!!
The grandkids are listening while playing with their toyhouse builders “ (wearing Papa’s
Toyhouse Builder’s “Vests” from their inherited “Papa’s Toyhouse Builder’s Corporation”, along
with their inherited “Universal Vested Apparel Corporation,” playing with their Papa’s Toyhouse
Builder’s” toys (as do children around the world). They are the Triumvirate Heroes in a beautiful
new world playing in the People’s Park, next to The People’s Huge Market Center, all part of the
People’s International “Corporation.” (optics).
The People’s Corporation is owned and inherited by all the working class and poor memberowner-investors that the Neo-Caps built. Along with the help of the powerful energy companies
that are converted to even more lucrative and powerful independent expedited renewable energy
companies in a new clean and beautiful world. All with a new Governments and Religions World
Peace Alliance/Peoples Corporation/and all People of the World !!!!
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And all is based on the following concepts using my ‘Quality Performance for Results System,’
and the Susy and Berto’s strategy.
Wild West World “Corporation” is the basic prototype for all of the paradigm concepts. Governor
rise to “corporate” president, then becoming American president; then president and CEO of the
People’s International “Corporation”; all in a “Neo-Cap” friendship partnership with International
Governments’ alliances for world peace led by Pope Francis. That defeats the Trill Empire, and
brutal Emperor Cobra; it as all the prototype for the core values and principles of the story for the
development process for Middle Class Capitalism and the Independent People’s International
Enterprise. This is our life’s dedicated passion to make it all a reality. This is my quest to see it
all become true life in our movies and our books in sensational drama and living color. Our
books and movies are the birth of the heart and soul that is created for the life of the people’s
International Enterprise. The “independent” expedited renewable energy paradigm, delivered by
the powerful carbon industries, in exchange for a more powerful and more lucrative renewable
industry throughout the world, is part of the People’s Journey that leads to a new world of
prosperity, justice, and world peace in a beautiful world!!!!
Honest Lib was an outstanding New Mexico Governor, and one of the most charismatic women in
America. And she is also a great businesswoman. As CEO she unites New Mexico’s state and
local governments, tribal leaders, legislators, and citizens all working together as partners. It will
provide the maximum success, benefits, profits and jobs in towns and cities throughout New
Mexico for all New Mexicans. It will provide large new revenues for all NM governments and
Tribes, and stable fast growing “premium” stock values for all New Mexican citizens. Every New
Mexican citizen will receive an initial free share to create a “corporate culture of future generation
family stock purchases supporting their corporation. They are all partners and stockowners.
They helped create the characters and attractions. It provides a synergetic growth in revenues for
a stable increase in their stock value for all New Mexico citizens. Tourists around the world will
purchase “general” stock at all the NM Wild West World theme parks throughout the state. It
includes a marketing plan for worldwide general stock to be sold everywhere, but at a discount at
the Main theme park between Albuquerque and Santa Fe, and the participating networks of local
government satellite theme parks with their own culture and brand.
The Citizen Partner Character and Attractions Participation. All New Mexicans, parents, schools
and students will be invited to participate in drawing, coloring and creating the “wild west”
Disney like characters and attractions, with statewide contests for the winners. All children,
families and schools throughout the State will be invited to compete by creating new innovative Wild
West characters, animals, attractions etc. All NM children along with their parents and schools will
be asked to provide the ideas they like best and want for their own new theme park. This will make
them all a part of it, as the new owners. They will submit ideas and pictures for the Theme Park’s new
wild west “fantasy” characters, animals, rides, attractions, and their fantasy wild west names, much
like Disney’s, but all with New Mexico and wild west themes. The children, schools and winners will
get special awards, and will receive special donations from the corporation.
NM Wild West World Tour Buses, and High Speed Train System. Initially, the Central Theme Park will
have “wild west” tour buses with Wild West characters, sponsored by the corporation and
participating cultural centers. They will transport tourists to their smaller local theme parks,
attractions and anything else they want to feature and market internationally to attract tourists to
their community. They will also market their local culture and theme parks at their Culture Center at
the main theme park to attract tourists to their satellite theme parks and attractions. For example,
Roswell may include Wild West “extraterrestrial” characters and attractions at their local theme
park, and internationally market them through the corporate marketing system at their Culture
Center, located at the main theme park. Roswell space aliens are already a mysterious international
attraction. The long-term plan is for the corporation to develop a high-speed railway system with
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connections for participating community local theme parks around the state that will originate from
the main Wild West railroad terminal. All community theme parks are a network connected to the
main theme park. High Speed Wild West World luxury trains will feature Wild West characters,
entertainment, and dining throughout New Mexico for all the international tourists everywhere. The
railway system will also be leased for general use for even more revenues for the Corporate
Partnership.
NM Wild West World Partnership Revenue Sharing. All NM Wild West World Partners will share in
the massive revenues from their theme parks, culture centers, buses and railway system.
International Marketing Plan. A substantial staring corporate public IPO and partnership loanbonding program, after aggressive international marketing, will provide the funds to advertise and
market the greatest theme park ever statewide and worldwide. The New Sensational NM Wild West
World Theme Parks and Culture Centers Coming Soon! Along with professional theme park
planners, the Theme Park Corporation will provide expert international marketing. It will include a
statewide competition by Citizens and their children for their colorful drawings of Wild West world
characters and attractions for their new Wild West world theme parks. There will be an aggressive
international marketing plan in New Mexico and throughout the world to sell New Mexico’s
amazing diverse culture, with the greatest Theme Park’s and Culture Centers in the world and
throughout America and New Mexico. Everyone around the world is looking for a great “new
vacation adventure.” Wild West World will attract tourists like no other.
The Independent Renewable Energy Plan. This new corporate/government/citizen partnership
paradigm will benefit almost every business, every home and every individual, and renewable
energy will be provided everywhere by the powerful energy companies. Energy companies know that
most carbon for energy will be depleted in the not so distant future. It becomes increasingly harder
to extract and process every day. This is the ultimate energy paradigm solution for powerful energy
companies to transfer carbon energy units to independent renewable energy units, for the benefit of
all. It is critical that we move away from central energy systems as soon as possible as a matter of
national security. These community power systems are vulnerable to catastrophic failure due to
terrorist and cyber-attack. All central energy systems should be transferred to 100% independent
renewable energy units that include every home, business, mall, and all other energy units. The
technology is here now and will be improved dramatically and efficiently with all new renewable
energy and research. This new renewable energy will be used for the NM Wild West World Them
Parks and can be an example used to develop 100% New Mexico Independent Renewable Energy
Units throughout the State.
The Theme Park and Paradigm are all “ Our American Initiatives and Incentives.” Provide the right
initiatives and incentives and anything can be accomplished. The NM Mexico Wild West World
Corporate Partnership Motto is:
“Nothing is for those who Dream and Nap,
Success is for those who Dream and Act.”
The Neo-Cap Warriors will stop at nothing until the People, the new good capitalist oligarchs, rule the
economies and the governments of the world. After Susy and Berto dedicated almost a decade of
research and work on many new ideas and concepts, they develop The Peoples Journey, a road map
that leads to a new economic world. A world of growing prosperity that achieves justice and world
peace for all The People, in what becomes a beautiful new world! A new world that they call Middle
Class Capitalism: The Independent Peoples International Enterprise. A world that is truly:
“Of the PEOPLE, For the PEOPLE, and OWNED and CONTROLLED By the PEOPLE”
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CHAPTER 5
THE DECLARATION OF ECONOMIC INDEPENDENCE and
THE PEOPLES GREAT ECONOMIC REVOLUTIONARY WAR BEGINS
THE DECLARATION OF ECONOMIC INDEPENDENCE is declared on July 4, 2020.

The Declaration of Economic Independence
Whereas, on July 4, 2020,We the PEOPLE hold these truths to be self-evident, that all
PEOPLE are created equal, that they are endowed with unalienable economic rights,
certain that among these are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness... in a
permanently prosperous economy for all.
Whereas a balance of power is necessary for security between nations, a balance of
power and influence between the People and the Rich is necessary for permanent
economic security for all.
WE the PEOPLE hereby declare that we are endowed with an unalienable human
economic right to an independent, balanced, fair and just economy that is ... Of the
PEOPLE... For the PEOPLE... and Owned By the PEOPLE.
WE the PEOPLE therefore declare our Economic Independence now and forever, in
order to be economically self-reliant without the need for government, or large banks
and corporations. We will unite together to Build, Keep and Own Our Own everyday
economy with our own good jobs and upward mobility for all.
We The People will "Own Our Own" multi-national stores everywhere that provides our
everyday products and services, including"Owning Our Own" banks that holds our own
capital deposits.
WE the PEOPLE therefore pledge to unite together with our capital resources, in the
purest and fairest system of capitalism ever on earth, to be able to "safely afford" to
invest and profit from our own everyday multi-national stores everywhere now and
forever. Together we will build and keep the most permanently prosperous economy
ever for everyone, including the rich.
The GREAT

ECONOMIC REVOLUTION Begins!

THE PEOPLE RULE THE WORLD
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The Trills, the greedy crony capitalist Plutocrats have unwittingly started the beginning of the NONVIOLENT GREAT ECONOMIC REVOLUTION. They have awoken the proverbial giant that is called the
Neo-Caps. The Neo-Caps are the new millennium economic warriors. They are the New Millennium
Neo-Capitalists waging the brutal war of capitalism against the greedy crony corporate Oligarchs…
AND WINNING!
After all who has now more power and influence over Wall Street, Congress and the governments of
the world, the laws that are passed, and the overall economy? The new millennium INDEPENDENT
PEOPLES INTERNATIONAL ENTERPRISE and their Neo-Cap Warriors who have now grown to include
billions of the masses that have joined together; or, the old crony Titan Oligarchs that are slowly
eroding their power and influence? Clearly, the new power and wealth of billions of middle class
persons, small business owners and their employees, and even the poor have combined their capital
and labor resources to prevail over the power and wealth of a few wealthy aristocrats in this epic
struggle. The Neo-Caps have won an economic balance of power and influence with the rich. They
have achieved Economic Equilibrium. The Golden Ladder has led the masses to The Cycle of Perpetual
Prosperity for all!
The Peoples Journey for Prosperity that will bring justice and world peace sounds like an impossible
fantasy or utopia … but it is real! This is a new type of non-violent economic revolution never before
seen in the world. This is the new millennium world-wide economic system that empowers the poor
and middle class to join their capital resources together to build a world-wide economic community
that serves the interests of the people and balances their power with the slowly declining greedy
Oligarch Titans of the World. The Non-Violent Great Economic Revolution begins the final
transformation. Using the largest pool of the People’s capital worldwide and wielding the most
powerful economic weapon ever called “Integrated Universal Competition,” the Neo-Caps wage the
war of capitalism. They have won a balance of power and influence with the wealthy, in the Grand
Alliance with the people. There is a new balance of power and influence with the people that creates
greater prosperity for everyone. Together through the power of true and fair free market capitalism
the Neo-Caps use their own resources, and their own assets of labor and capital for the people to
build, own and control their own powerful network of businesses and wealth generating the People’s
Market Stores everywhere that serves their own interests. They are becoming the new world power
that relies only on themselves for their greater wealth and prosperity. They do not depend on
government, and they do not rely on the rich Titans or other corporations and businesses. They have
built their own worldwide powerful economic community of businesses that serves their own best
interests. They have found and are climbing The Golden Ladder of Prosperity. They have discovered the
Cycle of Perpetual Prosperity. They have balanced the power between the rich and poor for the
economic prosperity for everyone.
Chapter 6: THE PEOPLES NEW CAPITALISM GAMES > and THEY BEAT THEM AT THEIR OWN GAME!
Susy and Berto work first on The Middle Class Capitalism games for their technical book that is the
companion book for Defeat of The Wicked Iniquitous Book. They will feature Wild Warrior NEOGeorge, from Georgia as the dumbest lovable guy ever, that some, like his loving beautiful maiden
Pocohuntus, say he looks like an angry alligator. They become the richest and most loved NEOWarriors of all time, along with the Triumvirates. Why? Simply because they trained their fellow
Warrior Tribes, their fellow tribal NEO-Warriors the best way to master THE People’s Capitalism
Games.
The Noble Spirit continues with training sessions organized and run by Poc and NEO-Gator (their
nicknames) with Susy and Berto’s technical short book version. It is followed with the most critical
fiction story in their book. Why? Because it shows every single person buying their book, using the
fantastic fiction story of Pocohuntus and Wild Warrior NEO-George, how they can actually become a
real successful NEO-Warrior in real life. But first Susy and Berto’s technical companion book part. It
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includes most of the game’s details. The technical book does not however include the crown jewel of
the People’s International Enterprise called Your Space World. It is The New People’s International
Internet.
THE PEOPLE’S CAPITALISM GAMES
To get started, “imagine” that there is actually a marketing concept that provides a great catalyst to
accelerate this new Middle Class Capitalism. This reality game includes a Grand Alliance with the very
rich. In this online Internet reality game, the wealthy have real celebrations and sponsor the success
of the middle class and the poor in the game where they actually become owners in their own
network of powerful businesses. It is a real game where everyone is actually a winner. It is a game
that is the accelerator that begins the Cycle of Perpetual Prosperity. In these games anyone can enter
and become a successful owner in their own powerful network of wealth generating businesses and
stores, if they Act. The MCC Games theme is:
“Nothing is for those who Dream and Nap, Success is for those who Dream and Act.”
The games include The People’s Capitalism Games; and Mix the Odds Game.”
Basic Details of the People’s Capitalism Games
Why would anyone want to pay $10 to enter these Games? What are the incentives to pay $10 to
enter the Games? How do you form a Grand Alliance with the rich and millions of the middle class
owners of their own super-enterprise? For the Grand Alliances and Middle Class Capitalism to work
best and benefit the most people, there needs to be extraordinary incentives for millions of everyday
persons to join. They pay a single amount of $10 to enter the Games and receive the following
extraordinary benefits. The People’s Capitalism Games, including the Mix the Odds Game, are owned
by the Middle Class Capitalism Pledger/Owners. The ownership is structured in a way that only the
Middle Class Capitalism members can be majority owners. The profits are also shared with the
Sponsors and Promoters to the extent determined necessary by the owner-members as an incentive
to continue their support and promotion of the games to continue building wealth for the greater
prosperity of all. The incentives to join on-line are:
1. Part of the $10 entry fee is entered into the annual grand prize award that is expected to be the
first billion-dollar prize. Anyone that enters could be the first billionaire prizewinner. The more
people that enter, the larger the prize. Millions will enter for this extraordinary prize.
2. Every person that enters for their $10 entry fee becomes instant owners of all of the games and
receives an equal part of all of the net profits of all of these games around the world. The more people
that enter, the larger the share of the profits of the games they own. Millions will enter for $10 for an
extraordinary incentive to receive their share in the game’s profits.
3. Everyone that enters the games will also receive a free share as a new owner in their own COG-CO
super-enterprise. Every new owner-investor will also receive a job if they want one, as new stores
open everywhere. Millions will enter for this extraordinary opportunity to receive this free share and
become an owner in their very own super-enterprise. They also become owners and control the nonprofit Middle Class Capitalism Network. It provides a system of professional support to assist them in
every way possible to become entrepreneurs. They can only invest what they can safely afford on
their climb up the “golden ladder” to greater profits and wealth in their very own super-enterprise.
See details in Chapter 1 of the Technical companion Book: Details of the New Middle Class Capitalism.
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4. Anyone that enters with their $10 can also compete for a Grand Alliance wealthy corporate
sponsor. Sponsors will help them reach their final goal of investing the maximum limit of one million
dollars in their own super-enterprise. Millions will enter for a chance to have a Grand Alliance
Sponsor help them raise the limit of a one million dollar investment in their own super-enterprise.
Sponsors are primarily very large local, national and international manufacturers and wholesalers
around the world that provide goods and services to the millions of new owners joining their own
super-enterprise, as well as the millions that are already owners of the enterprise. Sponsors receive
an extraordinary incentive of a share of the games’ profits, and unprecedented marketing and
advertising opportunities to everyone including millions of new capitalists in the Middle Class
Capitalism Economic System. Millions will join for this unprecedented opportunity to invest one
million dollars as a winner in their own super-store. See Details Chapter 1 of the Technical
companion book: Details of Middle Class Capitalism.
5. All that enter for only $10 also become the owners of the Mix the Odds Games, and share the profits
in that associated Game also. See the Middle Capitalism Mix the Odds Game later in this Chapter.

The People’s Capitalism Games
These are “real games” that the middle class and less fortunate anywhere around the world can
easily enter. They can enter any new episode online in their own countries for only $10. For this
entry fee they are all receive an equal share in the games’ profits that are expected to be massive. The
entry fee actually entitles them to immediately become owners in the Middle Class Capitalism Games.
The $10 fee also enters them into the coveted Annual Golden Ladder of Prosperity Grand Prize that is
expected to exceed any previous prize amount, with dollars from an entire year’s entry fees from
around the world. This is possibly the first Billion Dollar Prize ever. Most importantly, it is also a
game in which everyone receives free membership into the non-profit Middle Class Capitalism
Network. This network provides the complete business support needed for anyone that becomes an
owner in the all-powerful associated network of for-profit COG-CO businesses. Anyone except the
rich can join the Middle Class Capitalism Network at any time free of charge to become an owner in
the powerful network of middle class businesses. They have everything to gain and nothing to lose. It
is noted that anyone that enters the Games will become COG Enterprise owners and can participate in
all of the games incentives and benefits regardless of whether or not they have a Grand Alliance sponsor.
The Middle Class Capitalism Games are the catalyst and accelerator that provides the marketing and
promotion incentives for The Pledgers and the rich to join together in a Grand Alliance to accelerate the
expansion of Middle Class Capitalism. The People’s Capitalism Games feature the Pledgers that are the
middle class, small business, poor or less fortunate people that enter the games for only a $10 fee as
restated from the last chapter for easy reference.
There are numerous awards and benefits in the Games to provide incentives to ENTER the Games:
The Annual Golden Ladder of Prosperity Grand Prize. The Pledgers incentive to be a billion dollar
prizewinner for the $10 entry fee.
The Golden Ladder Goals. The Pledgers initial incentives include a free starter share, then 100 free
shares after investing in 100 shares in their own enterprise. The ultimate goal is investing One
Million Dollars for very valuable shares in their enterprise. The ultimate goal is the real gold MCC
ICON Trophy.
The Grand Alliance Pledgers Award. The Pledger climbs the golden ladder to receive this award after
investing in their first 100 shares to double their wealth in their own enterprise.
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The Golden Ladder of Prosperity Award. The Pledger climbs the golden ladder and receives the ultimate
Middle Class Capitalism golden award after investing One Million Dollars or more for shares in their
enterprise. The ultimate award is receiving the real gold MCC ICON Trophy. It is the Golden Ladder of
Prosperity Award.
The Grand Alliance Sponsors Award. The Sponsor receives this award after they assist Pledgers invest
One Million Dollars in their enterprise, and is credited as one of the best sponsors in all the Games.
The Sponsor receives exceptional marketing and advertising profits, and a much larger share of the
MCC Games profits.
Celebrations, Competitions and Awards
After a year of great celebrations and grand competitions for the Games around the world, there is a
huge spectacular annual event. The Games generate millions at first, then billions of Pledgers
around the world. The sponsors receive unprecedented advertising and marketing opportunities
and extraordinary profits from the games. For $10 the Pledgers have entered the only game ever
having the amazing guarantee that they will all receive a share of the enormous game profits. And,
a single very lucky Pledger has just won over One Billion Dollars, the largest prize ever. They have
won the Golden Ladder of Prosperity Grand Prize. The very rich have sponsored their favorite Pledger
based on their accomplishments, hardships, tragedy or any other circumstance to help them
become a successful owner-member in the People’s International Enterprise. Their goal was to
raise enough money to enable their sponsored Pledger to raise the maximum investment limit
permitted of One Million Dollars. The rich sponsors also campaign and compete against all other
sponsors to present their own company as the best sponsor and the best company. The sponsors
receive unprecedented advertising and marketing opportunities and extraordinary profits from the
games based on the more Pledgers they support that reach the goal of the One Million Dollar
investment. International companies select their Pledgers. They compete with all other companies
to promote popular support for their sponsored Pledger in their game episode. The sponsors
feature their Pledgers by generating popular support for their Pledge. The sponsors that raise one
million dollars for the most Pledges will receive the popular Grand Alliance Sponsors Award that
guarantees the largest share of the games profits. They also receive international acclaim and the
best advertising and marketing opportunities. The Pledger receives the coveted Golden Ladder of
Prosperity Award for investing the One Million Dollars in their very own super-enterprise and is
awarded the People’s Golden Icon Trophy. Most Pledgers have climbed the Golden Ladder of
Opportunity and received the Grand Alliance Pledgers Award. They receive 100 free shares and double
their wealth in the enterprise. The new Cycle of Perpetual Prosperity is accelerated with Middle Class
Capitalism for all as the Games exceed all expectations.
Multiple International Simultaneous People’s Capitalism Games
The People’s Capitalism Games includes competition around the world. Every country demonstrates its
unique brand of the People’s Capitalism Games and COG-CO stores. The wealthy sponsor their
favorite Pledgers in need to become owners in the wealth generating enterprises they have
sponsored for the games. Various associations of the wealthy compete for their enterprise to be the
most successful for their Pledger owners. They all share in the largest pool of game profits ever. It is
an amazing game of splendor and celebration of the wealthy working for the prosperity of the less
fortunate in this Grand Alliance. In this game no one can lose, and everyone wins. The Games promise
to be an international sensation around the world for the entertainment and benefit of all.
The Mix The Odds Games
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The Mix the Odds Games, associated with the People’s Capitalism Games, provides additional
marketing and promotion incentives for Pledgers, Sponsors and Promoters to share profits in the
Middle Class Capitalism Games. This is an on-line game of odds much like fantasy football. Everyone
can pick their teams of Pledgers and Sponsors in this Grand Alliance, and then “mix the odds” of
winning. You will build your team of Pledgers and Sponsors based on mixing the odds of events and
successes of Pledgers from any of the various episodes. The game provides another exciting element
to the game of powerful business ownership and profits for everyone that participates.
Events from the People’s Capitalism Games help you build your winning team based on the mixed
odds of the different episodes:
-Which Game Episode mixed with the time the game internationally first purchased a superstore?
-Every Episode mixed with the odds of the episode’s specific date of the superstore purchase.
-Which episode that month mixed with the odds of the first Pledger to get their $1 million dollar limit
to invest, mixed with the odds of when?
-Which Pledger mixed with the odds of which game episode has the best Pledger story of need, based
on likes by the viewers?
-Etc…mix the odds around the games around the world… endless odds!
The Ultimate Result: Acceleration of Middle Class Prosperity for all!
The Symbolism for the Games
Notice: The middle class economic system includes details to accelerate, demonstrate and market the
concept, including the symbolism illustrated in bold or colored text, particularly as illustrated in the
Peoples Capitalism Games. There is no association of any kind with any other symbolism or concept, to
include any religious or political belief or concept. The system is for all people of all countries, all
religions and all politics and therefore is entirely a secular economic system. At the risk of too much
repetition, details are often restated in different chapters and sections to illustrate a different idea or
purpose in the system.

Middle Class Capitalism Basic Philosophy
The basis for a flourishing economy is Economic Equilibrium, or a balance of economic power and
influence between the people and the rich. A strong middle class is the foundation of a strong
economy. What is good in the economy for the people is good in the economy for the rich. Therefore,
the people must build a self-reliant and self-sufficient economy that empowers the people.

The Golden Rule of Prosperity: Empower the People
The Basic Rule of Economics. The very wealthy in general have always, and will always, use their power and
influence to increase their fortune in their “own” self-interest, often to the detriment of the less fortunate. That
cannot change, as it is economic human nature.
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The Golden Rule of Economics. Since you cannot change the Basic Rule, the less fortunate must be empowered
to create a balance of economic power and influence with the very wealthy. Only in a capitalist system of
economic equilibrium in a grand alliance with the wealthy can the people achieve lasting prosperity for all.
Thus, the Golden Rule of Prosperity: Empower the People.

The Middle Class Capitalism Symbolism
The Middle Class Capitalism Icon is the Golden Ladder of Prosperity. It is symbolized by a strong gold
Middle Class Capitalism Economic Foundation with a Golden Ladder that leads to Perpetual Prosperity
for everyone. The Golden Ladder symbolizes the people as the cogs in the most productive and
powerful balanced wheel possible for the people to deliver the Cycle of Perpetual Prosperity. The Icon
symbolizes the People climbing the middle class golden capitalism ladder to enduring prosperity and
economic wealth and security for everyone. Every owner-member provides individual value as a cog
in the wheel of success of the overall enterprise. The wheel is fueled by the ever-expanding
synergistic power of the middle class, small business and even the poor joining together with their
economic resources to drive the most powerful capitalism economic system ever. It is the new
millennium Middle Class Capitalism vehicle that carries an enduring economic security warranty.
The Icon represents the basic philosophy behind the Middle Class Capitalism system, and the
symbolism for the Middle Class Capitalism Games.
COG stands for “Capitalist Owners Global”. The COG and Wheel is the COG Enterprise’s symbol that
signifies the worth and value of the individual middle class persons, small businesses, the poor, the
less fortunate, and all member employees working together in the most effective and efficient
economic production system possible. Accordingly, the COG Enterprise Motto: “The Cog drives the
Wheels of Wealth: Grow it, Keep It, and Secure it!”
The Cycle of Perpetual Prosperity
The Middle Class Capitalism Concept builds an economy that provides the opportunity for economic
prosperity, and provides the support for everyone to achieve it. They become a premium owner in a
powerful network of businesses. The MCC network provides numerous incentives and the support
for the poor to climb the economic ladder to become middle class or even millionaires based on the
amount they are able to invest over time. The overall economy flourishes, and there is growing
prosperity for everyone, including the rich. The key and most critical part of the MCC Concept is the
Middle Class Capitalism Network. It is the non-profit independent guardian organization dedicated to
providing all of the business support and economic protections and advantages possible for every
member. This is necessary to start and successfully climb the Golden Ladder of Prosperity. As each
member invests whatever they can safely afford as confirmed by the Network; new stores are
purchased, and the size of their network of stores increases exponentially as do the overall profits.
The economy soars, and everyone including the wealthy become richer. Prosperity becomes the
status quo of the future and everyone prospers. The people build their own self-reliant Cycle of
Perpetual Prosperity:
*The more people you bring into a true and fair free market system…
*The more the economy spirals up…
*The rich get richer…
* The people get richer, and you have…
The Cycle of Perpetual Prosperity!
Everyone Prospers and WINS in the game of true and fair Middle Class Capitalism!
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The People’s Capitalism Games
And
The Mix The Odds Game and Awards
The Middle Class Capitalism Games are the catalyst and accelerator that provides the marketing and
promotion incentives for The Pledgers and the rich to join together in a Grand Alliance to accelerate the
expansion of Middle Class Capitalism. The People’s Capitalism Games features the Pledgers that are the
middle class, small business, poor or less fortunate people that enter the games for only a $10 fee for
numerous benefits and awards. The Mix the Odds Game is an associated Middle Class Capitalism Game
that provides additional profits for Pledger owner-members and wealthy Sponsors and Promoters
that share profits in the games. See details of the MCC Games in the next Chapter.
There are numerous awards and benefits in the Games to provide incentives to ENTER the Games:
The Annual Golden Ladder of Prosperity Grand Prize. The Pledgers incentive to be a billion dollar
prizewinner for the $10 entry fee.
The Golden Ladder Goals. The Pledgers incentives include a free starter share, then 100 free shares
after investing in 100 shares in their own enterprise. The ultimate goal is investing One Million
Dollars for very valuable shares in their enterprise. The ultimate goal is the real gold MCC ICON
Trophy.
The Grand Alliance Pledgers Award. Pledger climbs the golden ladder to receive this award after
investing in their first 100 shares to double their wealth in their own enterprise.
The Golden Ladder of Prosperity Award. The Pledger climbs the golden ladder and receives the ultimate
Middle Class Capitalism golden award after investing One Million Dollars or more for shares in their
enterprise. The ultimate award is receiving the real gold MCC ICON Trophy. It is the Golden Ladder of
Prosperity Award.
The Grand Alliance Sponsors Award. The Sponsor receives this award after they assist Pledgers invest
One Million Dollars in their enterprise, and is credited as one of the best sponsors in all the Games.
The Sponsor receives exceptional marketing and advertising profits, and a much larger share of the
MCC Games profits.
THE PEOPLES CAPITALISM GAMES
* NEO-Warriors Fighting Business Training
* NEO-Warriors International Internet & Profit Centers
* NEO-Warriors “Real” Powerful Economic Weapons
The Noble Spirit Narrator continues the greatest story the kids have ever heard in the year 2070. It is
a beautiful day in the People’s Park, next to the People’s Market Center, as the kids play the
TOYHOUSE CAPITALISM GAMES they have played for a half-century now. And Hooray! … Next month
they all get to go to Thrill Island, the greatest adventure kids have ever loved.
Then later that week …
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The Nobel Spirit (a hologram spirit so vague it is hard to tell if it is a she, or a he. Only the co-writers
know for sure) … has now for many years provided new young NEO-Cap warriors from a young age,
all about the Triumvirate’s Susy and Berto’s People’s Capitalism Games and War Strategy and Tactics,
used by the greatest all time greatest War Commander ever, Commander Emery of the NEO-Warriors.
Everyone everywhere can always learn of the heroes Susy and Berto’s book and their story view. It is
always available for free, and is still used for a training model through the people’s “Your Space
World” international Internet. The Noble Spirit provides every adult and child this cultural learning
guide that developed new “Good Avatar NEO-Warriors, to always defend good over evil. The new
young NEO-Warriors live on one of the largest NEO-Warriors Regional Tribal Centers, on a very large
colony of people on a planet not so far from earth world, somewhere in the universe.
Many children and young adults meet with Pocohuntus and Wild Warrior Neo-George, the richest of
all NEO-Warriors, along with our Triumvirate heroes Susy, Berto and Emery to learn the best
techniques for understanding and practicing the Color Code Learning System, to include “The Quality
Performance Optimal Success System.” The new learning system uses the old ‘Performance for
Results System” created by Governor Johnson and Tom Church back in the 1990’s.
This learning system uses the greatest stories of all time, and everyone’s individual personal stories
to create fun and excitement as all NEOs and children learn their academics, and good values
economics of the corporation they and their descendants will all learn heretofore. It is the training to
be used for all of their most optimal ferocious economic fighting weapons, for the NEO-Warriors
PEOPLES CAPITALISM GAMES, and the TOYHOUSE CAPITALISM GAMES for all the Neo-Warrior
Youngsters.
These are the primary “good core corporate values,” and the fun part … the economic weapon’s
Commander Emery used to train all NEO-Warriors. And Pocohuntus and the dumb ole, but lovable
Wild Warrior Neo George, and commander Emery are the richest, and most renown and famous of
them all.
The Noble Spirit continues… Pocohuntus is considered the most intelligent and beautiful of all NEOs,
along with her handsome Wild Warrior Neo-George, now companions for over 55 years. They are
also the greatest spies ever. However, it was their skill and ability to master the Middle Class
Capitalism Games that ultimately won the GREAT ECONOMIC REVOLUTION OF THE 20’S. They became
the richest of all NEO-Warriors to provide them, along with their fellow NEO-warriors, the greatest
economic power of the people ever, to defeat the evil Emperor Cobra, and the wicked Trills and their
loyal crony capitalist minions back in the early 2030’s. Everyone still says he looked and fought like
the most ferocious alligator ever.
The Noble Spirit continues …
Back in 2020 Wild Warrior Neo George and his beautiful maiden Pocohuntus, have signed up as NEOWarriors like millions of others have. They all immediately receive a “free share of stock.” They all
have read or heard about a fantastic new book called The Defeat of The Iniquitous. It is a new megalarge corporation created entirely for the all the people just like them. And so, the Peoples Capitalism
Games begin on July 4, 2020, just as Susy and Berto’s book had predicted. They all join immediately
on their own international Internet.
[Curt is still working on the Pocohuntus and WW NEO-George story regarding their being spies, the
Native American village of spies, and their 10-story central main spy pavilion, underground beneath
their village. And the other spy centers in top secret similar “spy villages” in most other countries of
major cultures. These spies are developing the two peoples internets, and completing all of the
currently existing virtual reality “profit center” systems that are all featured throughout the people’s
“YOUR SPACE WORLD.” From 2020 when the people’s Declaration of Economic Independence” was
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declared by all the people, until 2025 when the amazing, fantastic, sensational new “Your Space
World” internet was started worldwide, the old crappy cyber dirty international internet was used to
sign up the NEOs at the Middle Class Capitalism Website. They master the published NEO-Warrior
“Color Code Learning Productions Inc. training programs, that are all a part of the “People’s
Capitalism Games.” The two new international Internets ‘Your Space World” exclusively for the
people; and, the Big Business and Government Internet for large corporations, governments the
media, and all other “non middle class, non-member” interfaces with the People’s International
Corporation. ]
THE PEOPLE’S CAPITALISM GAMES
Professional Service Employees.
Doctors, Dentists, Teachers and all other
professional service’s employees of the People’s International Enterprise are paid to every NeoMember-Employee-Investor-Professional hired by the People’s International Corporation. They are
all paid more than the highest “average” wages of any other NEO-Doctor, NEO-Dentist, NEO-Teacher
or other NEO-Professionals in every NEO-Warrior Tribal Center region in the world. They all,
including NEO-Teachers, can additionally charge “fee for services” on top of their employee salary for
“individual Neo’s” that agree in writing to pay the extra fees. The very best professionals will receive
the very most profits and the best Game Awards for all their individualized “best professional
services.”
EVERY NEO-INVESTOR’s PROFIT SHARING CENTERS
Every single NEO-Warrior-Employee and/or Investor-Member receives profit sharing, and/or “Your
Space World Credits, above their regional living wages if they are a professional or other employees
based on their overall stock purchased” in proportion to the amount of either premium stock they
have for each of their retail stores they are part-owners of in their NEO-Tribal Warrior Group, or
their general stock in the overall mother People’s International Enterprise-Corporation. All
employees and other NEO-Investor stock owners receive an additional profit sharing amount, or an
equal value of “Your Space World Credits” in proportion to the amount of stock each and every NEOemployee invests. Every NEO-Warrior can be a NEO-Employee, or an Individual NEO-Business
Warrior in any “profit center”of their People’s Corporation. And there are plenty of profit centers for
every single member that they want to pursue.
THE PEOPLE’S INTERNATIONAL CAPITALISM GAMES
Every single NEO-Cap in the entire People’s International Corporation is always a part of the alwayscontinuous PEOPLE’S CAPITALISM GAMES. Those Neos earning the most stock value and profit
sharing dollars “combined” in each Regional Tribal Center receives a 5% discount for any amount of
stock they want to purchase in any NEO-Warriors Tribe they want to buy stock in, anywhere in the
world. And those individuals in each Regional Warriors Tribe the World the greatest annual profits
in their regional Warrior’s Tribal Center Tribal.
These are just some of the “People’s Profit Centers: … and they are all a part of the PEOPLE’S
CAPITALISM GAMES.
* PROFIT CENETR 1. Your Space World
“Your Virtual World Built and/or Sold”
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This is Your Space Worlds real YSW EQUITY CREDITS &-OR REAL $s Earned; or, just free “Home Sweet
Home! (Replaces Facebook)
Every NEO-Warrior gets a free YSW Space for a basic beautiful middle class virtual home of their
choice. Hundreds to choose from. All profit centers are also available for all NEO-Warriors, and every
profit center is part of THE PEOPLE’S CAPITALISM GAME. The more “Your Space World-YSW Credits”
you earn (one credit for every share of stock you buy) you can build your own “greatest ever YSW
virtual home, mansion, business empire etc. Your virtual world you build creates your YSW-Equity
you build for your individual site. Any site can then be “virtual sold” with all the YSW Credits you
have used to build that site. It is valued at the daily space market value; and/or for “whatever
number of space credits the value of your site will bare in the overall YSW-Universe Space Market.”
Anyone can sell “ALL” of your fantastic YSW-Virtual World Site you have developed and built, using
your YSW space credits. You can then use those credits to buy an equal amount of additional
premium or general real stock at a 5% discount; or, you can use those equivalent amounts of equitycredits received for selling your site, to build even a bigger and better virtual world site of any kind,
with all of your YSW-Equity Credits … and so forth and so on. Remember, in the People’s Capitalism
Games you can only buy or own “one virtual world space site at a time.” One YSW site > home,
business or empire with yachts, sports cars, beautiful virtual men and women scenes, any kind of
scene you want, and “virtually” any movie or video you want.
NEO-Producer Associates of all the virtual systems, products, movies & videos, (regular, R or X rated),
video games, TV shows, or anything else you want can be purchased for your Virtual World Space; All
YSW virtual reality world product producers will receive 75% of all net profits, based on their actual
real costs of production; and, based half on the value of virtual products you have purchased from
those NEO-Producers. The other half is based on the YSW Daily Space Market Appraisal for the
overall value of your space property. The best space worlds get the most profits, based on any kind of
development you want, to include your fantastic sci-fi world, or your love and romantic virtual world,
spy world, or a virtual you and anyone you want anywhere in a scene, or video, or even a movie with
a “virtual you” as the star; or, anything else you want for your very own virtual space world. > … For
the right price of space credits, or real cash, as negotiated with the right NEO-Virtual Custom
Producer of course.
Profit Split.
Generally, 90% of all shared net profits from the 2 new international internets, Your Space World
Internet; and, the Government-Big Business Internet, provide most of the net profits overall. And
after all expenses, 90% goes to The People’s International Corporation. 10% of net profits go to the
International Internet and Virtual Reality Production Corporation, for their development of the two
People’s International Internets, & for the development of the Independent People’s International
Enterprise. 100% of all net profits are used for the NEO-Warriors stock value profits. There is also
profit sharing and use of Space Credits for profit centers.
YOUR SPACE WORLD INVESTMENT & FEATURES
There are vacation paradises…virtually anything you want. Those Space Sites that are voted best by
the most Neo-Cap YSW Heart Icons with $1 for “ Great,” or $.50 in space credits for “Thumbs Up” for
just “Good.” Winners get 90% of the winnings for that month. Awards regionally, country and
internationally are also provided. Winners get as many new 5% discounts for each new equity credit
won.
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You can also use your YSW Equity Credits for even bigger and greater unlimited virtual worlds you
create, or for a real cash out for an equivalent amount of stock. It is all just a part of the PEOPLE’S
CAPITALISM GAMES.
* Profit Center 2. Cog-Co Store Built Business Profit Centers.
Warriors can buy any amount of Premium Stock, which is always 5% more valuable than the same
amount of general stock. Premium stock is purchased for any real retail business you want anywhere
in the world. Just become a Warrior Tribal Member anywhere and join any, and as many People’s
Cog-Co Retail Stores you want. Only 10 shares are required to be an owner of any store worldwide.
This is also part of the continuous People’s Capitalism Games; with 100% of the profits for each store
you are a stockowner of, going to you based on the amount of stock you purchased in every store you
have Premium stock in.
3. THE YOUR SPACE WORLD INTERNATIONAL INTERNET ON-LINE RETAIL SALES PROFIT CENTERS.
(Replaces Amazon)
These are the YSW Cog-Co on-line stores. Any NEO-Warrior, or team of NEO-Warriors can buy
Premium Stock and be a “People’s Franchise Owner” of any NEO-Warrior Tribal Group of on-line
products they want. Their mother enterprise, The People’s International Corporation buys and
provides all wholesale goods and products for all stores, and provides it to each single or group of
NEO-Warriors Cog-Co Store of any of the unending categories of stores.
THE PEOPLE’S INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION
… AND Wild Warrior NEO-George’s Tribal Training Camps.
After Wild Warrior Neo George returns home to Pocohuntus, together they have joined The People’s
International Corporation on-line, as have hundreds of millions… closer to a billion around the globe.
Many have either attended or watched the most amazing July 4 celebration Neo George and everyone
there has ever attended. Most have all joined up as a NEO Warrior before ever coming to this first July
4 Celebration. Everyone has either bought or heard of being a NEO-WARRIOR and almost everyone
has joined after 2 years of optimum marketing and NEO-WARRIORS joining every hour of every day.
Most have joined on-line in 2019; right after Susy and Berto’s Book is published. Every one of them
received their initial free share they also all receive their Warrior training for what becomes the
most powerful, and therefore the most profitable giant massive corporation ever dreamed of… THE
PEOPLES INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION. And almost every middle working class person and
middle class small business has joined up for the extraordinary long list of benefits. Most have
entered the various people’s business training and endless retail profit centers. Every Neo Warrior
can be a NEO- warrior Owner of on-line, or actual people’s retail stores, in one of thousands of Cog-Co
stores opening everywhere. There are new People’s Market Centers and/or almost any kind of retail
business imaginable. Neo’s can also become a Neo-Franchise Owner, or even an associated private
small business owner. The specific kinds of retail businesses that are either Cog-Co owned, or are an
associated small business. The crony retail businesses targeted is determined by a majority vote of
the NEO-Warriors Investor-Owners, in every NEO-Warriors Regional Center. Any group of NeoWarriors within their regions Tribe, can team up with any other warriors to build or buy property for
any retail business they choose to “target” by their Neo-Investment Group. Their mother enterprise,
the for-profit People’s International Corporation provides the capital; and, the non-profit People’s
International Network provides the entire on-line and personal training. They are also provided the
investment analysis for that specific retail business they are teaming up to buy and build together. A
regional and international list of professional managers is available through the network to be hired
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for that specific retail store. And, NEO-Warriors interested in being a manager can be trained at no
charge by their People’s Network to be a NEO-Manager.
Once the Network determines the total cost of their new Cog-Co Retail Store, those NEO-Warriors in
their region, and throughout their country, and even the entire world can open a People’s Investment
Bank Fund for that specific retail Cog-Co Store.
How does it work? The Neo-Warriors provide a non-cash Investment-Pledge based on an amount that
they believe that they can “safely afford.” Their pledge is confirmed by their People’s Network, before
the actual investment is made. There is no commitment and the pledge can be changed at any time
until the final date of the store purchase. When there are enough overall “Investment Pledges” to
develop a specific store, and the People’s Network’s investment analysis confirms it is a good
investment, a final investment date is set. The pledges of that group are confirmed safe for that
specific store, and the investment then becomes final. Every member’s investment is for Premium
Stock that they can afford to purchase for that specific store. When the overall actual Stock Value is
sufficient for the overall purchase of that specific store, a final investment date is set, pledges are all
confirmed as capital investments, and the purchase and development is finalized. A professional
store manager is hired by their NEO-Warrior Investment Group. That manager is already trained to
fully develop and start that specific store business, along with all People’s Network business help and
assistance that is needed. That is one crony capitalist retail store replaced by the NEO-Warriors.
And then there is also a fierce competition between that Cog-Co store and every other one in their
region, their country and the world. Every Cog-Co Store is always a part of the on-going continuous
People’s Capitalism Games in their region, their country and their world. The most successful stores
with the best profit-ratios will attract the most NEO-Investors. Those NEO Investor Warriors can
coalesce individually with any other NEO-Investment Groups to buy any new retails stores they want.
The winners each month and year are sensationalized, as are the greatest reality “Profit Races” ever
seen on the continuous Middle Class Capitalism Games featured in every region, country and the
world. Every store, and coalition of stores is always in the race.
Annual NEO-Investor Winners really win big with all their Investment Group Owner’s receiving
annual 5% discounts for as much premium stock as that group wants to buy for new stores, or just
individually over the next year.
These NEO-Warriors are the celebrated heroes in the most spectacular celebrations ever seen on July
4 of each year. There are, country and world celebrations and awards every month with the grand
finally at the most famous park on earth > Thrill World Theme Park and International Cultural
Centers.
100% of all net profits, after all expenses and shared profits with Big Wholesaler Sponsors for
Pledgers, and for the Games. The new Cog-Co Retail Store profits go to the individual NEO-Investors,
based on their overall amount of investment in either Premium Stock for their Cog-Co Stores, or in
their mother corporation’s overall general Stock. General stock is simply stock in the overall People’s
International Corporation by anyone, including non-members. However, no one as a member,
executive, or non-member can invest any more than one million dollars per year, either in private
People’s International Corporation Stock, or in public stock as allowed by each separate country's
regulations. Amazon, Walmart and all other international retail-wholesaler Sponsors, compete to
provide the optimum best costs for all the People’s International Corporation’s quality goods to be
sold at Cog-Co stores everywhere, as well as being sponsors to pledgers in the People’s Capitalism
Games.
The NEO-Warriors Core Fundamental Protection
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The People’s International Corporations core corporate requirement is to never be taken over by a
predator corporation or their evil wealthy Trills or their minions … or the like!
People’s International Corporation is created strictly for the People, and never for any other single
international corporation that can exist. This is a corporation owned forever, entirely by all the
people, the Courageous NEO-Warriors, and not just for a few wealthy evil Trills, or their crony loyal
corporate minions.

Chapter 7. THE PEOPLES NEW BEAUTIFUL WORLD
The glorious Neo-Caps, the People, used the economic strategies, values, new economic principles
and symbolism, and marketing for the revolutionary war to achieve the Middle Class Capitalism
economic system, and win the Revolutionary Economic War. Before many failures for public, media
and academic acceptance of this new paradigm for the People’s public exposure, it took Susy and
Berto over a decade of research and work to complete this new economic system, and prepare it for
the People’s Economic Revolution. The People’s Capitalism Games, Middle Class Capitalism
Symbolism and Universal Integrated Competition, are the key weapons to achieve The Golden
Economic Rule which is “EMPOWER THE PEOPLE.” That is > empower the People to win and keep
their Lasting Economic Independence with 100% ownership of their own international enterprise.
The year is 2035 and People are getting richer every day as owners of the Peoples Enterprise. There
is economic upward mobility, living wages, retirement and security, for all! Millions of people and
small businesses worldwide are continuing to join the Peoples Enterprise as owners in what is now
the largest and most powerful international corporation in the world. They are all a part of their
regional economic communities, always working to develop the most efficient and productive stores
and markets they own in their region. There is integrated universal competition between all owners
of the Peoples Enterprise, and all of their stores locally, regionally and internationally. The few
remaining crony retail capitalists and corporations are either gone, or are diversifying into
industrial, manufacturing and other non-retail businesses. Some survivors are now good capitalists,
providing wholesale goods and services to the Peoples Enterprise for all their retail stores at the
cheapest prices possible. Private small business associates; franchises and all other Peoples
Enterprise stores are flourishing internationally. And the huge Central Market Centers, Spaces and
Park Areas are spreading everywhere throughout the world. The peoples journey to prosperity has
been achieved. And with the power and influence over their governments, the Peoples Enterprise is
achieving justice and world peace throughout the world. Independent renewable energy products
are being sold and purchased by the Peoples Enterprise. People everywhere are providing
independent energy systems and products for their individual homes, markets, businesses,
skyscrapers, and most other buildings worldwide. Everyone is enjoying their prosperity in this
wonderful and beautiful new world.
Our heroes Susy, Berto, Emery, Pocohuntus, Wild Warrior NEO-George and Honest Lib are walking
together through their communities Peoples Market Center and Park. They marvel at the awesome
reality that most of the people in the world now own and control this massive center of people’s
stores and park areas. Their own stores sell most of their retail products and services. The Peoples
Market Center and its stores are all a part of the Independent Peoples International Enterprise,
usually referred to as the Peoples Enterprise. It is now more powerful and influential than the few
remaining crony corporations combined, and it is entirely owned and controlled by the People. Most
of the small businesses, working class people, and formerly poor people around the world are now
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premium owners. They are all either employees or any other middle class person that invested as a
premium owner. The less fortunate and poor persons have attained upward economic mobility in
their own enterprise. They have all received support often with assistance from a loan from other
higher income owners. Together they all own and control the Peoples Enterprise, as it is usually
called.
Our heroes stroll through the amazing beautiful market center very proud of being leaders in
actually achieving this marvel throughout the world. Surrounding these large Peoples Markets are
usually beautiful people’s parks with large grassy play areas, ponds and fields for a variety of sports
activities. Most of the people at the park will visit the people’s park stores and the park, as it has
become a family and social affair, particularly for most days off. The general design of the peoples
stores are two long parallel lines of stores that can always be expanded further as stores are added,
with parking in between. Lining the parking side in front of the stores are the green and social areas
for visiting, eating, talking, music, skits, etc. On the other side of the stores are the Peoples Market
Spaces. They are areas rented to individuals to sell their own personal items. The Peoples Park area
is next to the Peoples Spaces. People from the Peoples Park enter the Peoples Market Stores through
the Peoples Spaces for better diversity of commerce for all.
The Peoples Market Stores include a variety of retail stores based on the Peoples Economic
Community Organization’s determination of needs for the people in their region. All Market Stores
include a huge general retail store with a bulk goods area, grocery market and bank or credit union,
all owned by the people. There are also a large variety of associate Small Businesses and other
Peoples Enterprise retail stores. They include a Family Fun Center with a variety of playthings,
games, and food for children, all attended by professional care staff. People can leave their children
while shopping, or for the day while working. There are also Health Care Centers, Animal Care
Centers, individual Physicians and Dental Care Offices, Insurances, movie theaters, nightclubs, and
any other qualified peoples small business or enterprise retail business imaginable.
And what else made this new world so beautiful. It was Susy and Berto’s last secret economic earth
world beauty weapon after they started the war. It was their Independent Expedited Renewable
Energy Weapon with the NEO Warriors now owning COG-CO renewable energy product stores
everywhere. All approved by the president and THE WORLD PEACE ALLIANCE:
THE INDEPENDENT EXPEDITED RENEWABLE ENERGY SOLUTION
This new government/private business/citizen partnership paradigm will benefit almost every
business, every home and every individual, and renewable energy will be provided everywhere by
the powerful energy companies. Energy companies know that most carbon for energy will be
depleted in the not so distant future, and it becomes increasingly harder to extract and process every
day. This is the ultimate energy paradigm solution for powerful energy companies to transfer carbon
energy to independent renewable energy units, for the benefit of all. It is critical that we move away
from central energy systems as soon as possible as a matter of national security. These community
power systems are vulnerable to catastrophic failure due to terrorist and cyber-attack. All central
energy systems should be transferred to 100% independent renewable energy units that include
every home, business, mall, and all other energy units. The technology is here now, and will be
improved dramatically and efficiently with all new renewable energy and research.
THE INDEPENDENT RENEWABLE ENERGY UNIT TRANSFER POLICY
An “energy unit” of carbon energy or renewable energy is the amount of energy produced by the
specific carbon units transferred as renewable units, such as BTU’s produced. Congress will provide
subsidies and credits to carbon producing energy industries that transfer carbon energy units in
exchange for renewable energy units. This is a “public policy incentive” to reduce carbon that will be
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depleted sometime in the future, in exchange for producing renewable energy to replace the
depleted carbon for all future energy needs. For every “carbon energy unit” transferred to a
“renewable energy unit,” the transferring company will receive a “public policy incentive” that is of
equal or greater dollar value than the current market dollar value of the carbon energy units
transferred. All credits and subsidies are based on the profit/loss annual amount of carbon energy
units of the transferring industry, compared to the profit/loss of the same annual amount of the
renewable energy units transferred, based on the annual financial statements. The “public policy
incentives” will help enable the renewable transfer industry to be as profitable, or even more
profitable than their carbon transfer industry. This will result in reduced and then eliminated public
credit or subsidy losses due to the renewable energy transfers made to replace current and future
depleted carbon energy. Tax credits and government guaranteed low interest loans and/or tax
credits will be made as a “public policy incentive” to all individuals and businesses for all renewable
energy systems, products and loans provided to them. This includes all transfer companies, property
owners, utilities, companies, businesses, individuals and utilities that install or provide any
renewable energy system or products. Central power energy systems will also start to move or
transfer energy to independent renewable energy system units for all homes, businesses, parks,
malls, etc. as a national security measure to avoid catastrophic failure due to terrorist or cyberattack. Renewable energy products include solar panels, wind generators, batteries, vehicles, or any
other renewable energy product or energy system. In summary, large energy companies will provide
large scale renewable energy systems and products everywhere and receive greater profits than
before as an incentive to replace carbon energy profits, and every business and individual receives
renewable energy products with government or energy company loans that are repaid with reduced
or eliminated energy costs. Only when equitable public policy incentives are provided to both large
capable renewable energy suppliers and general public energy users will there be large-scale
renewable energy that replaces depleted carbon energy in a relatively short period of time.
Renewable energy transfer companies receive greater profits than before, and individuals and
businesses receive lower or eliminated energy costs. Public policy incentives are also reduced and
eliminated with repaid loans and a very prosperous new economy that provides huge government
revenues, good paying jobs and upward mobility. Everyone benefits with the new equitable Energy
Unit Transfer Policy and laws.
… As the Noble Spirit continues in the year 4414 > and that was what really happened kids, to make
your world a beautiful world, with all these beautiful people’s parks, and peoples’ market centers,
and all other retail stores and small businesses, all owned and controlled by the people, because they
that were all built and owned with the peoples very own contributions of labor and capital.

Chapter 8 A FUTURE WORLD LOOK
All Neo-Warriors are an on-line owner of “Your Space World” People’s International Internet. It is a
completely 100% fully guaranteed secure People’s International Corporation The working middle
class and poor member-owner-contributors, the new capitalists are all called “NEO- Warriors. They
all own and control the Your Space World Internet, and the Government-Big Business companion
Internet. All Neo-Caps can also at no cost receive business training on-line, and/or with a NeoBusiness Rep in person as needed, to train to be a Cost-Co People’s Retail Store premium-investorowner.
Your Space World is the Social and Business Network that replaced Facebook and Amazon back in the
2020’s. It provided the Neo-Cap Warriors with on-line and real-location People’s Retail Stores called
Cog-Co Sores.
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Almost every last Trill enemy Store was defeated in just 10 years, by the sole owners of all of the
various retail stores in their own most powerful corporation on earth, the people’s Corporation and
associated Guardian Network. And every single People’s Corporation middle-working class person in
their own capitalist, free-trade countries now own premium stock in their own Cog-Co Stores, both
their on-line Stores, and stores their market Centers they have all built and paid for from their own
contributions of labor and/or capital they can all afford now. They are the most courageous Warriors
in history. And all with their non-violent but lethal economic weapons that defeated the Trills and
their loyal minions forever.
The Womb and Good Avatars.
A culture of the purest, fairest and fiercest capitalism has been born from the womb of their
international corporation, and has built a beautiful world of “GOOD AVATAR” NEO-WARRIORS
everywhere to be seen. The terrorist group’s members have all joined now as fellow NEO-CAP
Warriors People in their villages and large cities internationally have all rebelled with complete
support of the World Peace Alliance military and economic support of now the largest Warrior Tribes
ever dreamed of’ all competing against their fellow warriors stores to be the most successful of them
in their regions, countries and on their earth world.
The Nobel Spirit along with every single NEO-WARRIOR on earth world, and throughout the infinite
universe inhabited worlds, and Space Stations throughout their own universes being built in the vast
expanse of “Real Space and YOUR SPACE WORLD at The People’ Warrior’s Thrill World with greatest
celebrations ever, all in honor of the brave Triumvirate heroes of the 2000’s, known everywhere in
the known worlds of the known Universes.
The 4414 Celebration is the greatest ever, although there are still an infinite number of Trill Worlds,
somewhere, someplace in the unknown worlds of the unknown Cosmos that have never yet heard of
their new visitors from outer space. They are secretly visiting every Trill World they find for yet
another NEO-WAR BATTLE that they have no chance of winning. THE END
OR IS THAT … is simply another BEGINNING in an unknown world somewhere in the infinite expanse
of universes, in the Great Cosmos of infinite space.
And that is THE END …. But only the beginning of the people’s new beautiful worlds everywhere in
the eternal cosmoses !!!! > And all in all, of our new books and movies coming to a theater near you
soon.

---------------------------- ! THE END > THE BEGINNING OF MCC !

-------------------------------------

See THE PEOPLES JOURNEY for this real solution, which was illustrated in detail for the PEOPLE’S
PROSPERITY, JUSTICE AND WORLD PEACE. The peoples Journeys and The Technical short book used
for this book can always be immediately accessed at The Entire MCC Paradigm links at
MiddleCLassCapitalism.com : The Independent Peoples International Enterprise.
Also see NationalDebtDeficitSolution.com for an immediate government and/or corporate solution to
provide funds for the reduction or elimination of national debt in all countries. This stock fee will
also be assessed for all stocks in the Independent Peoples International Enterprise. William Curtis
Woolf
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Enter The Real Global {{{Trill Thrill Treasure Hunt }}}
Clues for Trill Artifacts
Enter the global search of all the Sacred Trill Artifacts in the Defeat of the Wicked Iniquitous books {{{
The DWI Adventure Books }}} "for real." The hardest and most difficult clue will be for the Sacred Trill
Gold Bible, second hardest clue is the Sacred Trill Gold Chalice. Then, in order of less difficulty the 13
Sacred Trill Gold Daggers, 12 Silver Chalices and all other artifacts that are found "for real." Location of
items gains you a valuable treasure. Some are real gold and Readers should "search" for the Trill
Artifacts for clues while reading the book. Clues also within the {{{ POCO-WOW-SUPS }}} that are < 10
page little Supplements, or short stories of the characters and scenes. Simply stay tuned for clues on the
Middle Class Capitalism website. Enter for free with purchase of DWI Book, along with your free
application for MCC membership and free MCC stock coupon at
NewMiddleClassCapitalism@gmail.com.
{{{ O-DWI FUN! }}}
DEFEAT OF THE WICKED INIQUITOUS EXTRAS
*Most Coming Soon*
{{{ DWI EXTRAS }}}
MORE to LOVE & Order at the MiddleClassCapitalism.com Website
* Coupons for Real Free MCC Warrior Membership, includes free share of MCC People’s Corporate Stock!
Available NOW. *
* Color Special Editions with Beautiful MCC Wow-Pic Color Pictures of Characters and Scenes! Coming
Soon.
* Color Signature Leather Cover Editions with the Author's Personal Signature; Special Christmas
Editions; and Special Updated Technical Book Edition. Coming Soon.
* {{{ POCO WOW-SUPS }}} little DWI Supplements, or short stories < 10 pages of the characters and
scenes.
* Hats, T-Shirts and {{{ Snappy Vested Wear }}}, some with Images of the NEO-Warrior Heroes and Evil
Characters. Coming Very Soon.
* Curt's Emails and Documentation for Defeat of the Wicked Iniquitous. Coming Soon.
NOTE: Many of these items are pre-orders or back-orders. Place any of your Pre-orders NOW for any item at
NewMiddleClassCapitalism@gmail.com Pay later, when prices are provided to you.
Also Coming soon: MCC WOW-Videos of characters and scenes, and the children's versions, Papa’s Kiddos
Books, featuring The VIPER KING and his Vrump Imperial Party, THE VIPERS!
SEE MiddleClassCapitalism.com for details ... and a lot more ...
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{{{ I LOVE FLITTER'}}} > IT REPLACES TWITTER' !!!!
"Flitter.Love Trumps Flitter.com & Twitter.com. Flitter.Love is the awesome new Neo-Cap Warriors > Neo Poco
International Social System {new short PIS system) for Social Posting. It is the MCC syStem for new official MCC-YSW

Neo-Caps GLOBAL social postings. Everyone will love flitter.love and hearts, better than twitter.com and all
the twitter barks" ...says First Warrior Moon. "Take an awesome trip to Flitter.Love. and let us know how much you
love it with all your "HEARTS." Flitter.Love is the paradise one might find a Trill Thrill Treasure Hunt Clue. "Why
'twitter tweet' when you can 'flitter fly' a million feet' to the NEO-Paradise of FLITTER.LOVE, for your Trill Artifact to

keep"? A Global Thrill Treasure Hunt Feat;' a clue for the Trill Thrill Treasure Hunt to seek Flitter.Love > Coming soon'...

says First NEO-Warrior Moon'. !!!! AO-LOLS "

Contribute to ALS Causes !!!! 5% of my profits for this book are contributed to ALS, in memory of my Sister
Susy who died on 4-4-14 !!!! William Curtis Woolf

